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Introduetion

The projeetive spaees playa special role in topology. The comp'lex

projeetive spaeet for examplet is elosely related to spaces like

BUtUtMU or BZ/m. Therefore it is not surprising that the stable

homotopy groups of P a;
00

are important in the study of many inter-

esting geometrie and homotopy theoretic problems.

In this paper we study using as the main tools the

e-invariant of Adams and various transfer maps. The e-invariant

deseribes the information about s
1TlI(X) obtainable using K-theory

and the transfer maps relate S
1T1I (P d:)

00
to the stable homotopy of

spheres and allow us to eonstruet elements in

Although the e-invariant was used by Adams with notable success

in the study of im(J) and s 01T*(S )t not much is known about the

e-invariant on other spaces than spheres. The main reason for this

is the following. The eomputation of im(e) in stable homotopy or

stable eohomotopy in positive dimensions differs from the case of

stable cohomotopy in negative dimensions in a substantial point. In

the latter easet one has the J-homomorphism J: KO-i(X) ~ 1T-i+1 (X)
s

whieh gives all of im(e) and the eomputation of im(e) reduces to

a purely K-theoretie problem. In the ease of stable homotopy or

positive dimensional eohomotopy one still has the restrictions posed

on im(e) by the Adams operations butt in eontrast to the case of

negative dimensional stable cohomotopYt these are not strong enough

to deseribe im(e) completely. In stable homotopy and in positive

dimensional eohomotopy there is a sort of mixing between im(J)- and

eoker(J)-phenomena whieh is not seen by K-theory.
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A better approximation for im(e) is obtained by using BP-homo-

logy and its operations. The resulting upper bound for im(e) is

then the group of the BP-Adams spectral

sequence. But even this is not sufficient to compute im(e). be-

eause there are nonzero differentials starting from these groups.

In the ease of real projective space a complete determination of

im(e) would imply the solution of the Kervaire-invariant problem.

So one eannot expeet an easy caleulation of im(e) on the stable

homotopy of a given spaee. but even from ineomplete information on

im(e) one ean draw interesting eonsequenees.

The 51-transfer . s( ) s 0t. 'If pe --..,'If1(5)n co n+ relates the stable homo-

topy of the eomplex projeetive spaee to the stable homotopy of

spheres and in partieular relates the elements of

ean be deteeted by the e-invariant to elements in

whieh

of Adams

filtration 2 whieh are at present known only partially.

One of the maln advantages of this transfer is that it raises the

degree of the Adams filtration, which is a measure of the eompliea-

tedness of elements in stable homotopy. This means that t maps less

complicated elements to more eomplieated elements and beeause t has

a good geometrie interpretation one retains a geometrie description

for tex) if x had one.

There is also a transfer

one to eonstruct and to describe elements in 'If~(PC)
co

in geometrie

terms •.Using these transfers several times one ean. in a eertain

s ( 0)sense, resolve apart of 'If~S , that is lift to filtration 0 and

then treat the problem by the methods of rational homology. Of course,

the depth of the filtration must be paid for with the extent of the
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computations; one has to calculate in large polynomial rings.

Another important property of the transfer is its relation to

the J-homomorphism. The usual J-homomorphism can be stabilized

of which the complex analogue

can be completely described by the transfer.

We begin with the computation of the restrictions imposed on the

image of the e-invariant on n~(P~~) by the Adams operation ~k.

It turns out that this is closely related to the algebraic K-theory

of finite fields, constructed by Quillen. Let A (-)
*

denote the

associated homology theory, which has as coefficients the K-groups

of a finite field Wk ' then the upper bounds given by the ~k

are essentially the groups A~(P~C). In chapter 1 we compute the

order and the number of cyclic summands of these groups and show

how to describe elements in Ax(P~~) using representation theory.

As a first application we determine the number of summands in the

group J(P «:).n

In chapter 2 we introduce transfer maps

where p~~kH is the thom space of k times the Hopf bundle,which

generalize the transfer and deduce some of

their properties. These transfer maps can be represented by stable

maps and we show that the representing map T

for the transfer ~ lies in the image of the J-homomorphism. We

identify the cofibre spectrum of kT with a Thom spectrum and

give formulas relating the images of the various tk•

Next we discuss the relation of the transfer to the bistable
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J-homomorphism J I: lT~(SO) --;.lT:(So). As with the transfer the map

J' has an important geometrie deseription. If one identifies stable

homotopy with redueed framed bordism then J' is deseribed as

foliows: An element in is given by a triple (M,~,f)

where is abounding framed manifold and f: M ~SO a map.

Using this map one ean twist the given framing ~ to obtain a new

framing f~ • Then J'«M,~,f) is simply were

onto then in eaeh positive dimension none eould find a framed

manifold whieh bounded and gave all other elements in

lTs(So) by twisting the given framing.
n

That J' should be onto was eonjeetured by G.W. Whitehead and is

known to be true at the prime 2. As one of the main results of this

paper, we use the relation between t and J' to show that at odd

primes larger than 3 J' is not surjeetive. The method of proving

this is to use the eofibre speetrum of the transfer to trans form

the eomputation of t from filtration son lTH-(P 4:)co
to filtration

into a pure filtration problem whieh ean then be

treated by means of the e-invariant.

The possibility of eomputing the transfer t from filtration 1 to

filtration 2 is then used in ehapter 4 to find representing framed

manifolds for some of the elements in so.lT~(S ). Let p be an odd pr1me.

In some range of dimensions all elements in the p-eomponent of
s 0

lT 1<. (S ) ean be eonstrueted out of three manifo~ds: the Hopf bundle

and 2 elements in whieh ean

be deseribed by eonditions formulated in rational eohomology. For

example, for x o
this reads as follows: x o

is given by a framed

manifold of dimension 2(p+l) and two eomplex line bundles
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1S nonzero mod p. Using the Pontrjagin product structure on

n;(P [xP [) - which is essentially given by tensor products of
00 00

and almost all ofgive all of

complex line bundles - and the transfer map,
s 0 2n n (S ) (p) (n ~ 2 (p - I ).( P + I ) - 4 )

the elements

sn (P 1\:)( )'n 00 p
It is even possible to use this method to construct some new

elements in n;(So); we have done this only in one case, namely we

have constructed the element for p=3.

In chapter 6 we discuss methods for finding elements in the co-

kernel of are closely

related to values of the transfer maps mentioned above. If the

Sn~. Every element of

e-invariant mapped surjective by onto A*(Poo~) then all these

transfers would have to map Flns(p ~kH) to higher filtration
.•• 00

F2n~(So) which is in the image of some

in

gives rise to an infinite series of elements ~n coker(e). By the

methods of ~ 3 we can determine . ( s~m t ) in a certain range of

dimensions and use this to compute im(e) and thereby
s

n,(P [)( )
.•• 00 p ~n the same range.

The computation of the e-invariant on

from framed bordism to complexh :m

the problem of determining the image of the Hurewicz map
fr Un2n-1 (Bä'/m) - > n2n-1 (B2/m)

bordism or K-theory for the classifying space of a finite cyclic

group. The image of h essentially describes the values which
m

the a-invariant, an invariant derived from the equivariant signature,

can take o~ free equivariantly framed ~/m-manifolds. For m a prime,

this is known. We compute as an application the image of h form
2m=p an d n ~O (p ) •
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In the last chapter we deal with the problem of computing some

James numbers. The James number U(n.k) describes how far away

of the complex Stiefel manifoldn: W ~ S2n-1
n.k

to the sphere is from having a section. There is a conjecture that

the projection

these numbers are determined by K-theory. Using the properties of

the transfer maps and the e-invariant we verify this conjecture

in some cases, precise1y we computeU(n+Mk,k) where is the

order of the Hopf bundle 1n and n=I,2,k-l.k-2 and k+2

for all k.

The numbers

transfer maps

U(n,k)

tk on

are close1y re1ated to the values of the

As an application it is shown

that the elements lJr 1n the 2-component of n:(So) are in the

image of the transfers t2 and (-2)t .

Another app1ication of the computation of U(n,k) 1S the construction

of infinite fami1ies of elements in the matastable homotopy groups

'I1'Zm+2t(U(2m» of the unitary group.
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The algebraic K-groups of Poo~

sIn this chapter we define the e-invariant on TI~ (Poo~) and show how

it i8 related to the Hurewicz map

i8 the homology theory defined by the K-theory of a finite field. We

then compute the order and the number of cyclic summands of A*(Poo~)

and show how to describe the elements of A~(PooC). As an application

we determine the number of cyclic summands in the group J(Pn~).
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The e-invariant of a stable map f: Sm+k > S~X is defined if

~= 0 in K-theory and classifies the extension

induced by the cofibre sequence of f (e = cofibre of f).f

In the case of aspace X withtorsion-free homology groups, this

definition can be reformulated using the functional ehern character

(see [2 J). The Thom-Pontrjagin construction identifies stable homo-

topy with framed bordism frn (X), and so an element in
n

sn (X) may be given by a framed manifold rather than hy astahle map.
n

For this situation a third definition is appropriate. The Hurewicz

map h: nfr (X) __ K (X)n n can be interpreted directly in terms of framed

manifolds. The following diagram

nfr(x .•n nfr(X.~/L) ß nfr (X) r fr~ ~ - n2n_)(X;lQ)2n ' 2n ' 2n-)

1 1 h~/l 1 h

-7 K (X;~) j ) K (X;Q/Z) K)(X)~
0 0

defines the functional Hurewicz map

ker (r)" ker (h) of nfr (X)2n-)

h
r

as a map from the subgroup

For X with H~(X;l) torsion-free, the last group can be identified

via the K-theory Kronecker product with the range of the functional

ehern character. A proof that h
r

is the same as the functional ehern

character and so gives the e-invariant can be found in [21].

Stable operations act triviallyon classes in the image of h, so they

give upper bounds for the image of e. The Adams operations ~k are not
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compatible with Bott periodicity and so not stable. To get a stable

operation from the Adams operation ~k, one has to introduce coefficients

R, in which k 1S invertible. The stable operation

. th d f" d f 1 f b ,,,k2m--k-m.",k and for n odd1S en e 1ne or even va ues 0 n Y 0/ 0/

via suspension. Because of the stablility of the operations k
.1, they
0/ n '

induce operations in the K-homology groups, also denoted by ~k.
n

Immediately from the definition of the Hurewicz map one sees that

(~k_l) vanishes on im (h: 1T
S(X) ~ K (X)) . So the subgroupsn n n

ker(~k-I)c K (X;~/Z)() for k10(P) constitute upper bounds for then n p

p-component of im(e) in dimension n. Our principal tool for calculating

these upper bounds is the algebraic K-theory introduced by Quillen:

Seymour [36J has constructed a multiplicative cohomology theory

Ad~(X)R (a a pr1me , I/aER, RcQ) which fits into the exact sequence

j Adn+I(X)
a R~ ( I. 1)

Ado(X)
a
" at10n ~ •

is based on vector bundles invariant under the Adams opera-

In the following we choose a fixed odd prime p

generating the group of units

localised at p, and denote Ad:(X)R simply by

and a prime number k

R = Z(p) , the integers

Adn(X). The coefficient

groups Adn(*) are computed directly from (1.1) using

= [ 0 if t~O(p-I)
l+vp(t)if tsO(p-I)

(1.2)

where v (n)p 1S the power of p 1n n (see [IJ).

To the cohomology theory Ad~ there correspond a homology theory Ad*
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and connected versions, denoted by A~ and A~ . The groups AK are

~omorphic to the higher algebraic K-groups for the finite field Wk
constructed by Quillen [32]. For p = 2 it is possible to choose a

better A'I< see [36].,

The Hurewicz map h: iT~(X+) -+ Kn (X) factorizes through An(X), but

also the e-invariant is determined by hA: iT:(X) ~ A.(X).

Lemma 1.3: Let H (X;~(p» be torsion-free, then the p-component of

the e-invariant on the torsion subgroup of iT~n_I(X) is

determined by the Hurewicz map hA: iT~n_)(X) ~ A2n-) (X).

Proof: We have a commuting diagram of Bockstein sequences

s S~iTZ (X;~) ~iTZ (X;l co)n n p
ß s r

---- iT Zn_) (X; l (p » ----?
s '

iTZn-1 (X;Q)_~

h \hM
-~) AdZn_) (X)

--_) K)(X;l(p»

h. h h th t h -- ~-toh /oß-tw ~c s ows, a .•.
r ~ 1.

AdZn(X;Zpco)/im AdZn(X;~) = ker(rA)

clearly hAd factories through hA•

factorizes through

and is thus determined by

Because of (1.3) we will also use the name e-invariant for the map

A first upper bound for im(e) is thus given

a (n)p denote the sum of the coefficients

in the p-adic representation of the number n.
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Proposition 1.4: Let n = t(p-I)+s with O<s~ p-I, then the

v (i) + (a. (n)-s)/(p-I)
p p

order of AZn-1 (Poo~)

t
a = L

i=1

a~s p , where

Proof: We first calculate AdZ I(P I~)' As a basis of K (P I~)------ n- n- 0 n-
we choose the elements b. (i='!:O)dual to (L_I)iEKo(p I~)' where L~ n-
is the universal line bundle. Via the Kronecker product the operation

$k induces a dual operation
n

in K-homology:

< y, kc$ (x) >:n
k< lji(y),x >n

for all yEKo(P ~). It is easy to see that
00

k k -Iclji = (lji) . To calculate
n n

~s given by an upper triangular matrix B with respect to the

sees thatonekc($Zn)-I.
kc"f - IZn

kkernel or cokernel of ljiZn-1 we can therefore equally well use
k i k i k iUsing lji(x ) = (L -I) = «x+l) -I) ,o

basis bl, •.. ,bn_l• The diagonal entries are ki-n_1 . The deter-

miriant of B gives the order of eoker(B) = AdZn_1 (Pn-I«:). By (I.Z)

we have

v (det B)
p

[
n -11
p- J1
Li=1

(I+v (i»p

The group AZn-1 (Poo~) ~s defined as the image of AdZn_1 (Pn_Ia:;)

~n AdZn_1 (Pna:;) and ~s therefore isomorphie to

Beeause of AdZ (P (!;;P I~) = AdZ (S2n) == z() we only need to ealeu-n n n- n p
late the image of AdZ (P (1;)-7 AdZ (P ~;P 111:). For this we needn n n n n-
AdZ (P ~). The multiplieation map of P ~ makes the groups Ad~(P a:;),n n 00 00

into Pontrjagin rings.

Lemma 1.5: th .The n -power of bl ~n the Pontrjagin produet generates
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I. For low values of n, one can use the theory of elementary divisors

( 1 • 6 )

there is

and

as

(1.4).

So every element

b • ~~

An elementary calculation

is pa where

Ad 2 1 (P C).n- n
of A2n-1 (P Cl)a::)

kc(ljIZn-l) , whieh is

(PnC,Pn-1Q;) then shows, that

nl.b + .... and because AdZ (P «:,P Ia::)n n n n-

one thinks

t
a = I 1+ v (i) - " (nI)

i=1 p . P

bijectively onto HZ (p a::;~)n CI)

na rational multiple of bl.

Ad
Z

(p «:).n CI)

S(n,n) = I, we have

A2n-1(PCI)a::) is the tosion subgroup of

to calculate the structure of eoker

Ad2 I(P C). The exaet sequenee ofn- n

n
I kIS(n,k)bk

k=1

We now can finish the proof of (1.4):

Proof: cljl~(b~) = (C1/J~bl)n = knbl, so b~ Eker(cljl~n-l) = AdZn(PCI)t:).

TheChern character maps the eigenspace of cljlk for the ~igenvalueo

kn in K*(PCI)O::;GU

in ker(cljlk-I) is
n

gives b~ as a linear combination of the elements

Applying the weIl known formula for "p(nl). gives then

S(n,k) = (I/kl) r (_I)k+j(~)jn
j = 1 J

is a Stirling number of the second kind. Since S(n,l) = 1

no element z in K (p 0::)with b.z = bn and bE2 and btflo CI) 1

must generate

Since

where

2. To calculate in A2n-1 (PCI)C)

is generated by the image of b , the map AdZ (P O::)~AdZ (P O::,P Ia::)n n n n n n-
is multiplication by nl . Im a is therefore isomorphie to Z/nl~

Remarks:

and the number of elements ~n AZn_I(PCI)C)
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is thegroup AdZ (P C;~/Z)n n

and im AdZn(Poo£;~) ~ b~'Q/Z )

c K (P ll:;(Q/Z) moduloo n

AdZ (P lC;(Q/Z)/im AdZ (P o;;Q) (Then n n n
k nkernel of ew -k on K (P C;Q/Z)o 0 n

k nthat is, one ealeulates in ker(ew -k )
o

b~'~/Z .

To deseribeelements in AZn_I(PoolC) explieitly and to avoid the

theory of elementary divisors, we study the natural map
r~*: AZn_1(B2/p ) ~ AZn-1 (Pooo;). For fixed n and suffieiently high

value of r ~~ beeomes surjeetive. This is also true for as

shown in [ZI1. The same proof applies for A~. There 1S a deseription

of Kt(B2/pr) whieh leads to an easy eomputation of

ker(eW2~_I-l) = Ad2n_I(BZ/pr). This is done in [Z2], we summarize

here results from [ZZ], whieh we shall need.

r
Let R(Z/~r) = 2[pJ/(pp -I) denote the representation ring of

Z/pr , where p is a primitive one-dimensional eomplex representation.

I~ [45] and [Z~ it is shown that KI(BZ/pr) is isomorphie to

R(Z/pr) ~ Z/poo , where R(Z/pt) is the quotient of R(Z/pr) by the

ideal given by the regular representation of Z/pr

We define the element x(i,k) to be p-k.
1\' n s.p

l. s . p . where the sum

is taken over all s, r-i~ s ~ p (i£r) with s, O(p).

Lemma 1.6 (~: '- rAdZn_I(BZ/p ) is isomorphie to

r-l

and the .th d .1 -summan 15 genera ted
i=o
by x(i,r-i+'J (n». p

For the rest of this seetion we identify the groups
r - r r 00KI (Bl/p ), Ko (BZ/p ;~/l) . and R(l/p) 0 'l./p.
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The map 'IT~:KO(B2/pr;~/l) ~ Ko(PooC;~/Z) can be calculated as

foliows: we choose p, so that 'IT*(L) = p. If we write

. -k \ (i)'IT,,(x(l,k» = p L' a .• b.
" ~ J J

we have

( . ) k .
a.1/p = < 'IT*(L-I)J xCi k) >
J . "

where <,> lS the Kronecker

product between KO(X) and K (X ;~/l) with values in ~/l .o

For X = BG this is calculated in [22J. One has

J I 0/p~ i f i = k

l if if=k

By the binomial theorem

. (i)/ ka. p =
J

r-i
I~m ~p
mto(p)

( I • 7)

This formula shows that the element y = \. x ( i ,k - i-n )o L1
lS mapped

onto -k np • b
]

it is only

necessary to find out which linear combinations of x(i,j)

(i>o, j ~r+» (n)-ip are in

, (Ad I'IBZ/ r)(2n-]»~
11(\ 2n-I\..\ p

The next proposition allows one to calculate A2n-] (BZ/pr).

Proposition ].8: Let w = r d~x(i,j.) be an element of
--------- ~)O 1 1

'IT l\- (w) I.c ..b. it's image in Ad2 (P a;;~/Z)
j J J n 00

c.= 0 for j>n
J

thenc ,.b , ,
1 1

has
n
L

J=O

'IT*(w) e Ad2n(PnC;~/2). We will show that 'IT*(w) lies in the lmage

Proof:
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of AdZ ((Bz/prIZn);~/l)~AdZ (P (!;;~/l.). The sphere bundle ofn n n
r

LP __ P C is the (Zn+I)-skeleton of Bl/pr. We look at then
r

Gysin sequence of LP in K-homology with Q/l-coefficients:

r

o - K (S(Lpr);Q/l.) ~ K (P C;Q/Z)"e(LP,)K (P Q;;~/l.)o 0 non ( I • 9 )

r
implies ~~(e(LP)

r
~~(I-LP ) = 0 and so

r r
lT*(k(w»" e(LP ) = 7r~(k(w) n 7f""(e(LP ») = 0, where k: AdZ (P (!;;(Q/l.)

n n

--..K (P Q;;lQ/Z) is the eanonieal map. Thus by exactness of (1.9)o n
r

there is an element Z E K (S (LP ) ;<Q/l.) with 7f.•(z) = klTl'(w). Theo

exact sequence of the pair ((BZ/pr)(Zn)JBl/pr)(Zn+I» shows tha~

j : Ko((Btf/pr)(Zn);~/l) -) Ko((Bl/pr)(Zn+I);lQ/l.) 1S isomorphie. By

th ein jeetiv ity 0f i.. an d 'ifjl weh ave e (ljJ k-kn )j - I (z) 0, b ecaus e thiso I'

is true for k(w).

Hence j:I(Z)E im(AdZn((B~/pr)(Zn);lQ/2) ~ Ko((Bl/pr)(Zn);~/Z»).

Because k and T-~: AdZn(B2/pr,lQ/1.) ~ AdZn(p~a;;~/l.) are injeetive

it follows by naturality, that

which means

Remarks:

r r .
tU E: im(AZn (Bl/p ;~/l.) ---7 AdZn (Bl/p ;lQ/l».

I. By (I. 7) the cond itions

explieitly as

e =0 for r>n ean be expressedr

for r>n.

Example: 3 S 6p=3, x(I,I) = (p +Z.p )/3 has lT,..(x(I,I» = (b3-b4+bS)/3

in A (P C) = ~3 and gives the first torsion element9 00

in A .••(P C)
00



Z. Whereas the elements

-\0-

band so I. x(i,k-~n)n 1.
have skeleton

filtration Zn, the individual elements x(i,k) are not closely
re la ted to filtration. Modulo the summand genera ted by

y = L. x ( i ,r +v ( n ) - ~n )o 1. P
becomes

stationary as a function of r if r~ro' namely

AZ I(BZ/pr) /<y > == AZ I(P a;)n- 0 n- 00

The Adams operations 1jJm 0 f K;,. (p.oo<L;Z'/p<o) With m;f 0 ( p ) in duc e

operations in Ad*(Pooa;;~/l), because they commute with k1jJ. To see
that the use of these 1jJm cannot improve the upper bound for im(e)

given by A~(Poo<L), we show

Lemma I. 10: Let m;/=0 (p), then c1jJm
o acts on

as multiplication by nm .

Proof: By surjectivity of

the above statement follows from the corresponding statement for

A~(Bl/pr) and because AZn_I(B~/pr) is a subgroup of

AdZn-1 (BZ/pr) from that for AdZn-1 (BZ'/pr) . The effect of 1jJm on

elements of AdZn_1 (BZ/pr) C K1 (BZ/pr) is calculated in [22J

To determine the number of cyclic summands in AZn-1 (Poo<L) we

require some preparation. We set a(n) number of cyclic summands

1.n AZ I(P <L). Multiplication by p on the H-space P <L inducesn- 00 00

a map m .: AZ I(P a;) ~ AZ I(P 0;).p n- 00 n- 00

Lemma 1.11: For we have

m (x.) = x. I(i~I)p* 1. 1.-
and m .•.(x ) = 0p. 0
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Proof: The natural projection k k-)pr: Z/p ~ Z/p induces a map
k k-IBpr : BZ/p ~BZ/p which fits into a commuting diagram

BZ/p k TI P G;;.
00

1-

Bpr
.1mp

BZ/p k-I TI P C>- 00

k k-) [The map Bpr*: K1 (B2'/p ) -+ K1 (BZ/p ) ~s calculated in 2:2.] •.

We have Bpr-l((pi) = 0 if i ~ o(p) and Bprll-(pip) = pi , which

immediately gives Bpr~(x(i,I» = x(i-I,I). Using the diagram above

it follows m (x.) = x. 1p¥< ~ ~-

The idea in computing the number of summands is to find the maxi-

mal value of i for which

Lemma 1.12: The number 6f cyclic summands in A2n-1 (PooC) is

max {i I S(Xi) lies in im(A2n_) (PlJ)C)-+ Ad2n_1 (PalC»! = a(n)

Proof: Let U (resp.U') be the subgroup of elements of order p in

We know that every element in

,.
AZn_I(PooC)

so a(n) =
(resp. in ÄZ (P C;Q/Z)n 00

. The kernel of slu' is Z/p'x ,o

is a linear combination of the elements ~(~(x(i,j» (i~o),

so every element in U' is a sum of x. (i~o) . Let e be the maximal~

index of an x. appearing in a linear combination for an element in~

ur, say y = \e a xL.m=o m m ' a +0 .e We can assume a =1 • Clearly
m

it follows that

impliesa ~orwith'a .. x. = 0~ ~

By (1.11) we have m e*(y) = x , so
p 0

so XI ~ U' . Inductively

e+Ia+ 1 ~

mpe-1 ~ (y) = ae_1 Xo +x I

xo, ... , XeE Ur The equation e~Ir=o

= a x = 0
r 0 so the x e are linear independent and

we have e+l~a+1
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Remark:.

In general that is for elements not of order p it may happen that

the maximal value of i for which x(i,j) appears in an element

ye A2n~1 (P~C) is greater than the number of summands: For example

y = x(I,2)+x(2,1)l;; AdI3(BZ/,9) is in AI3(BZ/9) and 7T •• (y)

gen erat e s Al 3 (P00 C ) == 1,/9 (p= 3), bu t 7T 11- (x (2 ,1)) .;.Al 3 (P 00 a:)

Determining a(n) = max {i I ß(xi) E A2n-1 (PooC;)1
equivalent to finding the maximal i satisfying

by p for j>n.

1S by (1.7)

(i)a. is divisible
J

Theorem 1.13: Let p be an odd prime. The number of cyclic summands

is given by

[
lOg *i J

log p

where n = t(p-l)+s and o<s~p-l

Proof: The element x
--- r

p-l . r
1S the image of I j ~pJ.p /p

j=1
under the

r+Imap Ad2n(BZ/p ;~/2) ~ AdZn(PooC;Q/Z). Let

xr I a(r~b /p with a(r) defined as in (1.7). The first m withm m m m
. h. a(r) 1.S r W t r+I hnon van1S 1ng m m=p .. e se q=p t en

divisible by p for m»q, so

a(r) __ m
< 7T'*(L-I) , x(r,l) > = 0m if m:>q

and we are left with (r)a
m

with r r+I
p ~m<p

Let I ~pk be the p-adic expansion of m. By the £ormula for the
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mod p va1ue of

( m ) .n ( I'j +mr. 'J. -) -
P'J

p-I

L
j = I

mod p

is divisible by p if j to(p), so

Let n=t(p-I)+s with
j n _ j s = j s (j t. (p - I)- I )

0<8 ~p-I, then . n . s
J - J mod p beeause

is a Stir1ing number of the seeond kind. We have

S(a,b) = 0

We fix s with

landS(a,a) =Now

for

iff S(s,ar) = o(p).

imp1ies a(r)E o(p)
mb>afor

where S(a,b)
(r )-

am :o(p)

oLs~p-l and eonsider now on1y sueh n satisfying n:s mod(p-l)

So for all n
r r+l(s+I}p ,n+lc(s+I)p we have

The above ea1eu1ations show

and x € AdZ (P C;Q/Z) forr n n
(with nes(p-l») satisfying

X E AdZ (P G:;~/Z)r n n
n< ( s + 1 )-p r - 1 •

if n~ (s + 1 ).p r - I

max t i I x. (;AdZ (P C;Q/Z)
1 n n

= r = a(n).

The funetion log is monotonie, so

r r+ 1 r r+ 1(s+ I).p "n + I {.(s+ I}p -!~ log « s+ 1 ).p ) ~ log (n+ I)"log « s+ 1 }p )

n+l
log s+Ir~ _

log p
{.r+ 1

r =
[

n+ IJlog sn
log p

where [x] denotes the greatest integer not exeeeding x.

Anothet app1ieation of (1.11) 1S the fo1lowing lemma whieh a110ws

us to ca1culate the order of an element xC;:AZn-1 (PcoC) g1ven as
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a rational linear combination of the elements

in a simple way.

b~
I

Lemma 1.14: Let z be an element ~n AdZ (P C;~/Z)cK (P fl::;G:!/l) with------ n n 0 00

order not £xceeding pn. Let be Lhe

map defined by multiplication with p Ln the H-spaee

strueture of P t.
00

Then the order of

m l' (z) in AdZ (P(1)a:;~/2)p 11

ß(z) in AZn-1 (Pool:).

~s exaetly the order of

Proof: The kernel of the Bockstein map ccnsists nof multiples of bl
So we ean write z as a linear eombination of elements coming from

Ad~(BZ/pr;Q/l), say

z = L eix(r,kr) +
r=1

'bI1a.
I

n) nbYleause fnrW(b1 =p i' The order of

whieh is the order of ß(z).

with np.a=!) . Then by (1.11) weh ave m ....(z) = I er'X(r- I ,k .) b e.-
p r=1 r

mp(z) is thus the order of z-a.b7,

If xc;;AdZ (P C;lQ/z.)n 00

the order of ß(x) ~s easy to calculate because

K (P ~;~/Z) theno w

i i imp(bl) = p.bj

Example:

and then there are usually very few terms left.

p=3 . The element z = 4'bl/27 + b~/9 1S in ker(tk-k7)

By (I. 14) ß(z) has order 9. Direet calculation gives

1\,,(x(I,2) + x(2,1)

This also allows onc to work out the module structure of A.ep C)
00

Proposition 1.15: Let denote the generator of A (><)
2t(p-I)-1
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fJthen tbe order of bl.at in A (p ~)2t(p-I)+2n-1 00\1.0

~s max t 1+\1 (t)-n,ol .p

Proof: The order of 0-
t

1S
I+\)p(t)p . and the order of

follows from (!.14).
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The number of cyclic summands in J(p (c)
n

There is a c10se connection between the groups Ad*(X) and J(X),

the group of stab1e vector bund1es on X under the relation of stab1e

fibre homotopy equiva1ence.

Adams [ 1] has defined a group J"(X) which serves as an upper

bound for J(X). By the solution of the Adams conjecture J"(X) is

ac tua 11 y J (X). Stat edon 1y f0r th e p-pr im ary par t (p 0dd ) J " (X) (p )

is the quotient of RO(X) by the subgroup generated by the elements

for k;#;o(p) we

get surjective map from onto J"(X) (p)

Lemma 1.15: For an odd prime p

Proof: The exact sequence. (1.1) shows

1 m
v (lAd (p C)I) = L I+v (i)
p n i= 1 P

whereas the resu1ts of [ 5] (Lemma 5.2) imp1y
m

v (IJ(p 4:)1) = L I+v (i)
p n i=I p

As preparation we need.

Lemma 1.16: Let n = t(p-I)+s with oCsCp-2, then

Proof: The map induced by inc1usion is surjective. Because the

determinant of

Ad1(P «:) andn

k(~-I) does not change if n is altered to
1Ad (P~(p_l)C) must have the same order.

n-s,
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Theorem 1.17: The number of cyclic summands in J(Pnt)(p) is

given by [log (n+l) J
log p

Proof: The theory of elementary divisors shows that

Zi+ I . / .Ad (PnC)~ ~ p 1S the cokernel of

Therefore

which can be seen as a remnant of Bott periodicity. Let n = t(p-I),
then kn_1 ••o(p), so Adl (p C) ~ 'J:/p:! Adl+Zn(P C) ~ Z/p. The Kronecker

n . n

product <,>: KO(Pnt)0 Ko(Pnt;Q/Z) ~ ~/Z induces a pairing

1: AdZm+1 (p 0:) )( AdZ (P (C;Q/Z)_ Q!Zn m n

by l(x,y) = <x,k(y» where j (x) = x

and k: AdZ (P (C;(Q/Z) KZ (P t;Q/2) are the natural maps. Them n m n
pairing 1 induces a map 1: AdZ (P a:;~/Z) ~ Hom(AdZm+1(P 0;) ;Q/Z)m n n
Because Hom(-,Q/Z) is exact and the map

K (P Cl:;Q!Z)-7 Hom(Ko(p C) ,Q/Z)o n n
-corresponding to I is an isomorphism, the 5-Lemma implies that 1

is bijective. So the number of summands in and

AdZ I(P (C;~/Z) are the same. By (1.13)n- n
are [log (t(p-I)+ I)flog. p1 summands in

it follows that there

In
AdZ I(P Cl:;Q/Z) there is oneadditional summand ker ß , so then- n

number of summands in ACiI (Pnt) is [log(t(p-I)+I)/log p]. It is

easy to see, that for o••s'P-Z [log(t(p-I)+I+s)!log p] =

[log(t(p-I)+l)!log p] , so the theorem is proved.

Remark:

In [37] an upper bound is given for the number of cyclic summands

in to be [log n!log pJ+I and for p=Z it is proved, that

the number of summands in [log(Zn)/log Z]
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9 2 Transfer maps

In this chapter we dicuss the transfer maps

....
tk: 1T;(P

co
CkH) ~ 1T;CSO)

and establish Bome of their properties. These transfer maps can
o

Tbe induced by stable

1n the image of the

, k - I. kHmaps T E rr ~p a.: ). He show thats n

J-homornorphism J:K-2(P t) --" 7T-
1 (P c+)

00 s 00

is
and

describe the connection between transfer maps and generalized

J-homomorpl1isms. We idAntify the cofibre spectrum of Tk with a

Thom spectrum and give a formula relating the images of the

various k
t We close with a description of t(-I) in terms of tO •
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The Si-transfer establishes a elose eonneetion between

and In particular, the part of 1T; (r 0;)
00

deteeted by the e-invariant is related to elements 1n 1T;(SO)

eoming from the 2 tcExt ' -term of the HP-Adams speetral sequenee.

The simplest definition of the Si-transfer

and then defining ~ as the
,vi th t heb 0 rdis m gr0 UP 0 f eq11iv arian t1yby identifying15 l,lfr(pC)n 00

framed free Sl-manifolds l,lfrl(SI;free)n+
forgetful map to framed bordisrn ..Or more explieitly:

Given an element

SI-bundle baek via f we get

in
an

l,lfr(pt) , by pulling the universaln 00

indueed Sl-bundle (~,1T,M) over M.

The tangent bundle of M splits a5 a direct sum of 1T*TM and T." ,
J'

the tangent bundle along the fibres. Let H denote the Hopf bundle

is isomorphie to f~1T¥H and thus canoni-
,...

eally trivialized. We ean frame TM by putting the framings of

1T*~ and TF together to get a framed manifold (~,~). Different

splittings of TM do not alter the bordism class of (M,~) und we

define

We first recall what 1S kno\.;rnabout tO (see [26J,[351,[7 J )
s + denote element definedLet Cf e: 1T 2 (p'X)a;) the by the Hopf bundle

S3~ S2. Then it is weIl knO\ln, that

under the Pontrjagin product. A computation of ea;t(on) ean be

found in (26J,l3SJ. Using this ~nd the fact that ~ raises the

degree in the filtration ~ssoeiated to the BP-Adaws speetral sequence
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by 1, it follows that the elements ~r constructed by Adams

are not in the image of tO• Similarly it follows

that the generator of

image of tO (see also

in the1.S notl.n lT~n-l(So) (2)
the odd primes we have

im(J) (2)

b J). For

s 0lT~(S)(2)in

Denote by U the infinite unitary group. Then we have an S-map

J': U~So defined as the image of the identity in (U,uJ ~ K-1 (U)

under the J-homomorphism J: K-1 (U) __ lTo(U). The map induced by
s

J' in stable homotopy is called the bistable J-homomorphism. Let

w be the complex reflection map

w: SI"p (1;+~ U(n+l)
n

( 2 • 1 )

defined as foliows: To the pair '(A,x) E: SI"p a:
n

we "lssociate the

unitary map A which i5 the identity on the orthogonal complement of

the linie x in a;n+l defined by x and maps v in x to A' v. The

transfer tO can be represented by a S-map

see [23) or the discussion below, then tO is related to J' as

foliows:

Theorem 2.2: Up to a minus sign w.J' is homotopic to T

We first sate some corollaries of (2.2).

Corollary 2.3: The following diagram commutes

lTs(P a:+) t s (So)
n CD

) lTn+l

1 w_ /J'
slTn+1(U)

This solves a problem posed in [26].

(2.4)

No\v '"w:
~-7 + .K ~(P a: ) maps

CD
iJ u onto the
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:t ß (H ) wh e r e ß: K- 2 (X) £:' K (X ) is Bott periodicity

and H the Hopf line bundle over p C.
co Therefore we have:

Corollary 2.5: Under the J-homomorphism

ehe element corresponding to the Hopf line bundle

is mapped onto the element T which represents tO

as an S-map.

Remark:

If n: M ~ M is a principal )
S -bundle and E a generalized multi-

plicative cohomology theory, we have a transfer map

tn: Ei6f>_ Ei-I(M) with transfer index tn(I)E E-1(M) • It is

then clear how (2.5) can be used to determine tn(I).

All maps in the diagram (2.4) can be interpreted geometrically.

The description of J' is as follows: An element in nS(U) = Öfr(U)
n n

where ~f is the

is a tripie (M,~,f)

J' <[M,~,f]) IZ [M,~fJ

with [M,~J IZ 0 and

new

f: M ~ U a .map. Then

framing of M got by

twisting the framing ~ by f (that is, we compose $ by the auto-

morphism of the trivial bundle over M defined by f). Starting with

an element [M,~,f] € nfr(P
co
«:) we get under tO the manifold M,

which is the total space of the SI-bundle defined by f. The other

way around we arrive at the manifold

in the manifold but in the framing.

1S ll:M. Now the twist is not

My original proof for (2.2) was by looking directly at the con-

struction of an S-map for T, observing that T is homotopic to a

map which is in the image of the J-homomorphism
-2 -I +J: K (P «:) -7 n (P a:) and then comparing e-invariants. It seemsn s n

• ..,.J In1cer to see an expliC1t framed bord1sm between M and MxS . This

is done in [41], where also a simpler proof of (2.2) is given. For
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a proof of (2.2) we therefore refer to [ 4~. A simple proof of

(2.2)can also deduced from the resu1ts of [10].

We now come to the genera1ization of the SI-transfer. Suppose

given an n-dimensiona1 manifo1d M and a map f: M4PmC defining

a comp1ex 1ine bund1e ~ over M. Suppose further that there is given

an isomorphism ~ of the stab1e normal bund1e v of M with the k-fo1d
Whitney sum of ~

triple (M,~,f)
(ke ~). By the Thom-Pontrjagin construction the

defines an element in nfr(p ~kH) and all bordism
n m

c1asses can be so described. Here we write P ~a for the Thom spacem

of a bundle a and because of xae~n ~ SnXa we are a110wed to

consider Thom spaces of virtua1 bundles (e.g.R ~ H-I).

As in the case k=o - I .the total space M of the S -principal bund1e

of ~ has a canonical framing: We have TM a ~TMeTF and TF ~ ~* (~)

is canonically framed. The isomorphism ~ allows us to identify

~*TM with -k copies of ~*(~).Putting these isomorphisms together

defines a framing ~k of M. As in the case k.o one easily checks

that

defined
[M,~kJ is well defined up to framed bordism. So we have

(2.6)

Remark:

As in,the case k~o one can describe tk as a forgetful map from

equivariant bordism to bordism. Instead of considering equivariantly

framed free SI-manifolds , one has to use free SI-manifo1ds, where

the stable normal bund1e is equivariantly isomorphie to the representa-

tion k.(~,p), where (t,p) denotes ~ with the standard 51-action.

The homomorphisms ~k can be induced by stab1e maps at least on

finite skeletons. The way how to do this is essentially in r 8]
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and now weIl known. Therefore we only sketch it. Suppose given a

map f: X ~ Y
00 •between compact C -man1folds. Approximate f by

a smooth embedding fl: X ---..IR~ Y with normal bundle " • The Thom-

Pontrjagin construction defines then a map

,,-m+f~(a)
--~~ X (2.7)

for every virtual bundle a over Y • Applied to the projection map

52n+111' : ----.., P a;
n and a=O this yields an S-map

(S2n+ I) + SOwhich upon composing with the projection pr: ~ induces

the transfer tO• Applied to 11' with a = k'R this gives a stable map

k
t : (2.8)

which represents tk• The details for a proof are in [ 8].

The main consequence of this description of the transfer tk is

the possibility of working out the cofibre of t
k and so embedding

tk in an exact sequence.

Theorem 2.9: The cofibre of t
k is the Thom spac~

that is

. P •• (k-l)H
- n+l'1>

. ,
J •--

is.a cofibre sequence.

Proof: The Thom Pontrjagin construction provide~ us with the maps

T (') P c(k-l)H
a 1: n+1 ~

a = (k-l)H and

(a = kH) where i: PnC ~Pn+1C 1S the inclusion. The naturality
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properties of' the construction T (seers]) imply that the composi-
(1

tion T (w)oT (i) factorizes over
(1 (1

p ~ (k - 1 ) H_ (f';)2 n+ 2 + (k - 1 ) H
n+ 1 .

= S2n+2 where

is the inclusion (because iow is constant). So

proT (w)T (i) =
CL (1

pr: (S2n+1 ) IR~
must be null homotopic, where

denotes the projection.

Let Ck be the cofibre
f. Slp C(k-I )H C• n+1 k

of Tk. Because Tko T (i) ~ 0
(1

and a commutative diagram

we get a map

CkH+lI: Tk
S 1 S1.P lI:(k- 1)H S3"p lI:kHP ~ ~ -;..

n 1\ n+1 n

11
11

i

ITk Jf
'. 'lr

ckH+C
'V

p --+ S 1 -- Ck S3"p CkH
--/'n n

The corresponding diagram in homology has exact rows, because T (i)
(1

is Poincare-dual to the inclusion. So f~ is an isomorphism by the

5-Lemma and f must be. an S-homotopy-equivalence. Tbe map induced

by T (i)
(1

,
we denote by jO.

So for example we have embedded tO in the following exact sequence:

--, (2. 10)

Remark:
The map j! induced by T (i) can be interpreted geometrically as

(1

follows: Let (M,f,~)€ nfr(p lI:kä) be given. ~e can from the't' n co

sub man if01d N c M dual t0 c 1(fl".H ) wh ich then h as (k+ 1).f'"(H)

as stable normal bundle and defines In bordism theory

this is usually called the Smith homomorphism.
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The main application of (2.9) is to the computation of

elements in ~s(P tkH) which are detected by the e-invariant,n co

see ~ 3 and ~ 4.

on

The generalization of (2.2) and (2.3) to the case of

discussed in ~ 7.

tk will be

As next we discuss the relation of tk to transfer maps of sphere

bundles.

Given am-dimensional vector bundle V and virtual bundles W,A on

aspace X we have the following cofibre sequence (see e.g.[18J)

where S(V). is the sphere bundle of V

(2 • I I )

Applying the Thom Pontrjagin construction to the map S(V) ~ X

we get the transfer map of the sphere bundle S(V)

in A (VaV-m):

with coefficients

Letting W=A-V we have the boundary map of the cofibre sequence

(2.11)

i): XA+m ~ SII'S(V)~"(A-V)

Lemma 2.12: The stable maps are homotopic up to sign.

Proof: Both constructions can be made fibrewise i. e. in the category

of fibre bundles over X. One proves T (-11') - :t:i)
Cl

in case where X is a

.point directly, being careful that all constructions are compatible

with the structure groups of the fibre bundles involved. The proof

is finished by passing to the associated fibre bundles and maps and

proceeding as in [46J.
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The identification of the Thom space p ~mH with the stunted pro-
r

jective space p + ~/p 1 ~r m m- is induced by the map

defined by [x, y J >
.•.

[y, ( 1 -11 Y 112 r X 1

If we identify p ~rH with a stunted projective spac~, we can
n

write the usual cofibre sequence of j: P ~/p 2C ~ P + ~/P Itn+r r- n r r-

as follows:

P t(r-I)H ~
n+1

s ~ ¥:( r - I ) H (2.13)

The map M(i): P ~(r-I)H-? P ~(r-I)H
n n+1

induced by the inclusion

is easily seen to be homotopic to the natural mapfollowed by j
P tI:(r-1 )H~
n

P ~rH appearing in (2.11) for X=P tI:.
n n

to1etherefore

get a commutative diagram

P ~(r-I)H_j_ P t
rH a 51 (r-I)H

n+l 7 n ~ t. l'<

IM(i)
11

t

I
P ~ (r- 1)H P ~rH -~ 51" S(H) (r-l)H

n n

By (2.12) we can use instead of arH the transfer map of

so we have proved:

SOl) ~ p ~.
n

Proposition 2.14: For k>o the transfer map

is stably homotopic to the boundary map in the

cofibre sequence of stunted projective spaces

in (2.13).

Let M be a multiple of the order of

have a relative Thom isomorphism

J(B )
n

1n J(P C), then we
n
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for each cohomology theory h, which 1S a module theory over

By choosing h= {Pn+I~A,-}

a stable map

we see that ~ can be represented by

"': P «;A+N'H
p n+1 ~ P a;A

n+1 (2. 15)

By 4.10 of [8J . !commutes with the maps J of (2.9) giving a

commutative diagram of cofibre sequences

, rP a:(r-I)H j .
P [rH T si (r-I)H» " "*n+1 nr~ f ~ B

11

'V
, r+MH

P a:(r-I)H+MH j .
p (CrH+M.H 1" SI (r-I)H

> 7 ,,14-n n

The commutativity of the square B shows

Proposition 2.16: r+MH
1" that is on P (C

n the transfer maps

Remark:

are perodic with period !J(Hn+l) I.

If M is on1y a multiple of J(H )
n such that M' J (H 1):#:0,n+ then

the square corresponding to B need not be commutative.

The H-space structure of
kfer maps t • Let

P t
00

a110ws us to relate var10US trans-

1J : P [xP ~ ---+ P + r.n,m n m n m

be the restriction of the H-space mu1tiplication. This can ex-

p1icit1y defined by interpreting point in P t as comp1ex polynomials
n

of degree n (up to a nonzero factor) and then using polynomial

multiplication. We app1y the Hopf construction to the map

------------------------------- - -- ----
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to get maps These m<Jps

are compatib1e with the inc1usions between projective spaces, so we

get induced maps

1
S "P I[,/P I«:n+ m+ (2. 17)

or written as a stab1e map in terms oE Thom spaces oE virtual

bund1es (k~o):
,-1 r-)

w: p q;kH --? P [,(k+I)H
s s (2 . 18)

Let [p . 0:]
1.

denote the fundamental c1ass oE PiE 1.n H.(Poo[;Z).

Because the Pontrjagin mu1tiplication in homology is given by

[p.d::l" [P.[,]
1..1 J (i:j)[P .. ~l

1. 1+ J J

we see that the degree oE w on the bottom cel1 1S k+1 and k+s+l on

the top ce 11.

Because w commutes with inc1usions we have a commutative diagram

P a;sHr+1 ---~ pJs+I)H
r

iw
i
I

s2p a:(s-I)H
r+1

J

w

where the maps j are deEined by natural maps

p a;IP a;r+l+s s-I P a:/p (\;r+l+s s as in (2.13).

By (2.14) we extend this square to a diagram oE cofibre sequences

getting:

fV

a;(S+I)H s+1
p a:sH j ) S2" p T SI----.'

r+1 r

f" I"
'":E (2. I 9 )
\ (s)

p a:(s-I)H j)
r' s

S2" P eslI T SI~/

r+1 r
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where denotes a map af degree s .

Thus we have proved for s ;.--a:

Theorem 2.20: Let r be fixed. Then there exist stable maps

w : P 4:s11r
--:> for each s ~ ,Z, such

that
s+ 1 1
t 0 <.J)

Proof: Ta settle the case s<.o we apply periodicity (2.16) of

(2.15). We then get

kT and use w, .the mal' w conjugated with the Thorn isomorphisms
s+1 st <, W = (5 +~1).t wh ereM 1.5 a mu 1tip 1e 0 f

5 Stake M large enough then (s+M)t = st

is an S-map of finite order 1.0

because

Corollary 2.21: . s • 1.m

For later use we consider the case k=-I.

We denote

Stably we

define f:

2
III I: Sy,P le -?PO; bYll,n- n- n

have S2.,p 1a;'='!s2,.(pO:vSo)vPII andwen- . n n

S21\(p O:vSo) ---7 (S2~ P 1I)+ by the inclusion.
n n

Theorem 2.22: The sequence of maps

~ ~fr (P 0::) tO;
n 00

1.5 up to a minus S1.gn the transfer
(- 1 )
t .

This means 1.n terms of framed manifalds: Far a given element

we can form the submanifold

and ~ put

framing anu

S2xH with

\I (N , 1'1) ;:- f'"' 11

Ias an S -bundle overH~f~(H)

dual to CI (f~H). The isomorphisms
2on N . We take S xN with the product

the sphere bundle of

a framing

n-2
N
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the induced framing. Then t(-I)(Z) [ • ~ ". rf.. 1 lS(H~f (H),1r.'fJ .•

Proof of (2.22): We start with the commutative diagram of
1S -bundles

S(H.@H)
N

U ~ S(H)

1
P <l:

n

Because transfer maps are natural for induced bundles we get a

commuting square of transfer maps

S (lH~H)-IR ~ (S211+1)
-IR

r t~ 1 tH
2 + ~ P o;t(S xPn_IC) n

Composing with the projections ~ 0weg e t pr' t~ - t 0 U

Now the sphere bundle S (H'1.~H)

have the commuting square

1S the same as S(2H) and we

S(U"6I\H) = S(2H)

1
Pn_1C

The use of S(H0H) instead of S(H~H) g1ves only a change 1n

orientation and so causes a m1nus sign.

By naturality of the construction T we arrive at a commuting
a

diagram
S(H~H)-lR

1t~

D( q)
(

S(2U)-ZH-R
,.
I tZH
I

Z 0
S (Pn_l<l:vS )
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is the map f defined by stable inclusion

(observe that 2U on 5(20) 15 trivial).

The natural map appearing 1n

(2.11) can be factored as

p «;-2II+Il _~".
n

+P (l;
n

so we have the commutative diagram A below. Because these natural

maps together with the corresponding transfers fit into cofibre

sequences (2.12) we get a map h relating tu and t2U:

p -2U p -Ha:; ~ CI:n n

A !h
v

-2H P +
P (l; ---) a;n n

l-
I h'.•..

t 2.H 5 1r. 5 (2 H) - 2 H

The transfers and - 1
t are related by the commutative diagram

( .. ,~ h
J.'] • -

,
is easily seen by looking at the construction of j.):

-H h + 5 1" 5 (H) -HP a; )- p C ---)-n n
" . i.1

-H
. ,].

p + 1 -II
P a: " a: ') 5 r-. '*n n-I

So If we compose all transfers with

the appropriate projections and use the fact that

on

have found

restricts tu +p (!;
n-J v1a . + +J.: P C'---" P C;n-I n we

t - J ~

If we put together, we get

(2.23)
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Remarks:

(2.22) means that the stable map -I
T lies almost 1n the im(J);

mo re pr ecis e Iy bY (2 .5) weh ave l°,-: im (J ), ther e f0 re (p •[f' l 0.:: im (J )

• 0 -3 +where (pof) T ~ ~S (Poo~ ) •

. ! -3 +Under the map J :1TS (Pro<!: ) the element o
T

gives -1
T by (2.23), but at odd primes j! is an isomorphism.

Let p be an odd prime and n = -2 mod 2(p-I).

Then the maps of (2.22) are onto modulo torsion (u;f" 1smulti-

plication by and for j! see proof of 7.35). Because

e-invariant.

we have: - Iim(t ) contains elements with maximal
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~ 3 The Whitehead conjecture

The J-homomorphism J: 7T (SO) ~ 7T
S can be factored throughn n

the so-called bistable J-homomorphism J ' : 7T s ( SO) ----r 7T
S

•
n n The

conjecture of G.~. Whitehead is that this map is onto in positive

dimensions. For the 2-primary component J' is known to be surjective.

The complex analogue of J' 1S closely related to the transfer map
S 5 0

lTn (P co a;) ~ lTn+1 (S ); in particular they have the same image.

we construct a map

Using the cofibre sequence of the representing S-map T for tO

f: s2pcoC --7 MU/So which allows us to compare.

tO with the boundary map of the cofibre sequence

By this procedure the problem of com-

puting t from filtration 1 to filtration 2 is lifted to a pure

filtration 1 problem, which can be treated by rneans of the e~invari-

ant. This then allows one to find a counterexample to the conjec-

ture of Whitehead for primes larger than three.
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. s 0The usual stable J-homomorphism J: 1T (SO) --4 1T (S )
n n

by a map

1S induced

SO

Its adjoint J' is a stable map which induces the bistable J homo-

morphism

G.W. Whitehead conjectured that J' is surjective for n>o. The

reflection map PallR -~ 0 followed by a fixied reflection defines

a map SO and the composition J " i" is a surjection onto

the 2-primary part by the Kahn-Priddy theorem. So J' is onto for

the prime 2. In this chapter we shall prove that J' is not onto for

the odd primes larger than 3.

For the odd primary components we can equally weIl use the com-

plex analogue of J'

s 0---7 1T (S )
n

This is the same as the map mentioned in ~ 2, where its geometrie

interpretation in terms of twisting framings was also given. By

(2.4) we already know im(to)cim(J~). Besides the relation between
ot and J' given by the complex reflection map w, there is onother

none: Let FSI be the limit of the spaces FSI (S )

variant selfmaps of sheres with free SI-action. In

Schultz constructed a weak homotopy equivalence

of SI_equi-

f7J Becker and

(3. I )

b. 1. . f flNow ecause unltary maps are S -equlvarlant we get a orget u map

0: U 0.2)
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Let e' be the adjoint map of e. Using the results of [ 7] it is

easy to prove that the following diagram commutes up to a minus

sign:

Remark:

s
1Tn+I(U)

----3' (3.3)

Another approach to the map e' via relative Euler class and differ-

ence class in equivariant stable homotopy is given by M.C. Crabb

in [10 ], where also a proof for the commutativity of (3.3) can be

found.

By (3.3) and (2.4) we have

Proposition 3.4: im(J~)

On the stable homotopy groups of aspace X there exists a filtra-

tion

associated to the Adams spectral sequence for any reasonable homo-

logy theory [3J. Here we shallalways take the filtration belonging

to the BP- or MU-Adams spectral sequence. If it should be neces-

sary to distinguish between skeleton filtration and Adams spectral

sequence filtration, we shall call the latter Adams filtration.

This filtration is a good measure for the complexity of elements

in stable homotopy. If the space X has torsion-free homology, the

elements of Adams filtration 0 can be detected by rational homology.

The same is true for filtration I using K-theory (see (3.7) below).
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the behaviour of Adams filtration is

known. Up to some exeeptions at the prime 2 the image of the

J-homomorphism gives all of filtration I. In the ease pt2 F1/F2

is a direet summand and F2 is ealled eok (J). There exist infinite

families of elements ~n eoker (J) e.g. the ßt and Et families in

F2 (p>3) and the yt-familie in F3 (p>5). Besides these families

only very few indeeomposable elements (e.g.E
,

,A ,~,~,K and A ,s s

l~s~p-3) are known. Up to now only an upper bound for F2/F3 is

known, namely

[29J .

the 2 ""Ext ' -term of the BP-Adams speetral sequence

The bistable J-homomorphism and the transfer maps tS have the

property that they raise the degree in the Adams filtration by

at least • This is a simple consequenee of the vanishing of the

eomplex eobordism groups Mlio(U) and and the multi-

plieative properties of the filtration

1f:(So)-module map the lowest dimensional element

2 s 0x~ F 1fn+1 (S )

Because tO is

is
an

in the image of tO,

(s e e e. g. [ 23J ). So i f

. f 1 s( +)~t must eome rom F 1f Poo~ •n

in eok (to) must be indeeomposable.

The knowledge of the eofibre of the transfer map tS allows us

to eompute

modulo higher filtration.

Let £s: Pcoa: -+ BU

s Hand fS: Pco~sH~

be the elassifying map of the veetor bundle

MU the indueed map of Thom spaees. We map

the eofibre sequenee of tS into the eofibre sequence

S0 ~ HU ----;. MU

where h is the Hurewiez map and MU is the relative Thom speetrum

(3.5)
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MU/So classifying bordism of stably almost complex manifolds

with framed boundaries. We get the following commuting diagram:

(s- 1)-li . , 'J tSSO 1. J • S2P [:sH SI (3.6)------? P mC - -~m

" II
i I =(s-1 ) J rS

I 1
f i t

J
SO h MU MU a S 1~ .4.-----7"

tiere fS is the map induced by fand id 0s

Now the stable homotopy of the lower sequence 1.S the weIl known

bordism sequence

Because nU = 02n-1 the boundary map

s -- 0a: TI2n_ 1(HU) -. TI2n_2 (S )

is bijective, so we have described tS by fS. The point is now

that a also raises filtration by 1 1.n the Adams spectral sequence,

simply by definition of this filtration. Thus elements in F2TI~(So)

must come from

of computing

1 s - .F~TI (MU) under a and" we have reduced the problem

to a problem in filtration 1

To use the K-theory e-invariant instead of the bordism e-invariant

we need the following lemma:
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Let X be aspace with torsion-free homology then

the K-theory e-invariant is injective on

FIT:(X)/F2~;(X), where the filtration is associated

to the MU-Adams spectral sequence.

Proof: This is a weIl known consequence of the Hattori-Stong-theorem.

Under the assumption of torsion-free homology the bordism spectral

sequence collapses for the space X~M(Q/2), where M(q/Z) is a

Moore space for ~/~. This implies that the Hurewicz map

) K" (X t. MU; Q / Z)

is monomorphic. But ~ maps the image of framed bordism into the

subgroup K~(X;Q/l). So on the subgroup of sherical classes in
ur2,,(X;Q/Z) the natural map. U

r2l(-(X;Q/Z) ~ K. (X;«1/Z) 1.S injective.

This immediately gives the conclusion.

necause the spectra MU and PooCSH have torsion-free homology

we can apply (3.7) in these cases. Thus we have proved:

Theorem 3.8: Let

is zero, then

If e(f~(x» in

1.S in

Remark:

F2+2(p-l) s (So)
~2n (p).

Because s(-) s( 0Cl: lT" HU --;. lT" S ) factorizes through s._.-
~ .... (BP) we

can use BP instead of HU in (3.8).

For later use we reformulate this:

I s sRCorollary 3.9: Let XE F ~2n-I(PooC )(p)

.A2n+I(BP) then tS(x) =1:0

and

in

e f: (X) =1= 0

F21TS (So)
2n (p)

in
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We apply this now to the case of the element ßp+1
F2 1T~n(So) (p) (p>3).

Set n = ( p- I).( p + I)2- I)- I • Fr 0m (I. 4) weg et

vJA2n-1 (P""G;)I p+3

in

and from (1.13) that A2n-1 (Poo~) has two summands.

An easy calculation with (1.7) shows that the second summand

must have order p and is generated by

1T*(X(2,1)) 2 n 2p2
lT", (pp + 2 p + •.. )/p

so
A (P~) = ~/pp+2~ ~/p2n-1 0011.0 IL '"" •• (3.10)

The proof of the following two propositions is defered to ~ 6.

Proposition 3.11: The generator of the p+2l/p -summand in

(n = (p-I ).((p+l )2_1 )-1) is not

in the image of the e-invariant.

Proposition 3.12: f(~)(im(e)) = 0 in A2n+I(BP)

Remark:

We shall actually construct the elements in im(e) in ~ 4, so

im(e) = l/pp+le ~/p for p~3 •

As a corollary of (3.12), (3.11), (3.8) and (3.4) we find

Theorem 3.13: For p~5 the element ~------- p+1 is not in the image

of the bistable J-homomorphism.

Remarks:

I. The formulas decribing f~ are of the same type for all odd

primes, so that the behaviour of tO on im(e) seems to be
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the same for all odd primes. nut for p=3 it is known that the

element ß4 does not exist.

2. For a counterexample for p=3 one needs more information about

the existence of the ß. elements. It is known that
1

ß1,ß2,ß3,ßs and
s 0

of 'l1',.(S )(3)

in im(to).

ß6 exist, but then one leaves the known part

In ~ 4 we shall show that the above ßt are

3. In the course of the calculations for proving (3.11) and (3.12)

we will see that the next ßt which has a chance of not being

Using the Gysin sequence of the sphere bundle of the rp -th power

by transfer maps (for fixed n and r large the bundle

of the Hopf line bundle one can relate 'l1's(BZ/pr+)and
n

'l1's(Pa:+)n CI)

Hpr on P C
n

becomes orientable for stable homotopy). This allows us also to

conclude that the transfer maps

cannot be onto for r?2, whereas

theorem.
t(l) is onto by the Kahn-Priddy-
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~ 4 Representing stable homotopy by framed manifolds

In this ehapter we show how one ean use the transfer to eonstruet

framed manifolds representing elements in eok (J). Applying the

prineiple that the transfer raises Adams filtration by at least

we use the transfer twiee, that is we eonstruet elements of fil-

tration 0 in n:(p~~ x P~~) and map then by a double transfer to

to get elements of filtration 2 . The transfer
s + s +

t:lI (P «;xP C) ~n2 l(P<I:)~n ~ ~ n+ ~ from filtration 0 to filtra-

tion 1 ean be deseribed by a simple power series and the transfer

from to ean be eomputed using (3.9)
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ane can use the fact that the transfer ra~ses filtration by I

not only but several times. There is also a transfer map

t :
s + s +

1T (P C "P (1; ) -~ Tr + I (P a: )n 00 00 n 00

(4 • I )

ane can define t as induced by the stable map T 1\ I , \';he re 1:

orepresents t or as the transfer of the Sl-bundle pr' (ES1-1' BS1-)

where pr: P a: 'I. P (1;~P a: is the projection. Tf one identifies
00 00 00

with the equivariant bordism group of free equi-s +
1T (P a: l'. pa:)n 00 00

variantly framed T2-manifolds

b .. h T2 .Y restr~ct~ng t e -act~on to

s nt: 1T (BT )
m

fr 2n 2(T ;free)n+

SI.an -act~on.

, then t is given

Similarly one defines

with elements of filtration 0 we arrive

in s 0Tr2n+2(S ) by applying the transfer twice in filtration at

least 2 • How one can compute t from filtration I to filtration 2

is solved by (3.9). The necessary information for computing

from filtration a to filtration is

given by the next proposition. To state this we need some more

notation.
defined by reducing the power~et y be the element in K-2(P a:;~/Z)

00

series I/x - l/log(x+l) in K-2(p(1;;~)
00

Define a map

= Q [r XJJ modulo Z.

- K (BTn-1 ;Q/l)
o

(4.2)

by the slant product

with the element y.

'\: K (BTn-1 ;~/'l.)
o

is the Hurewic~ map.

Proposition 4.3: For'xETr~m(BTn), the value of
n-I n-IKo(BT ;~/£~H2m(BT ;~) is

\vhere h: 1T2
s (BTn) ~ K (BTn)
n 0

ea:t(x)

given by

~n

Iteh(e),
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The proof of (4.3) can be found Ln [24).

If we write I/x - l/log(x+l) = I e Ixm, then the coefficientsrn+
rn=o

e can be calculated recursively by (see [20]):
n

n
I

m=o
(-I)rne /(n-rn) = 0m .

Elements in K (BT2)o
invariant under c~k_kn can be written as

a rational linear combination of . We then have

n-i it (a.bI )(b I) Bi+1 n-i
-a. i+1 bl (4.4)

where Bi is a Bernoulli number (defined by z/(ez-I) = I BiZi/i!).

This is easily seen by weIl known formulas relating the c. to
1

the B. [20J or using the ehern character.
1

To calculate eot we need to know the image of the Hurewicz

map h: ~2s (BT2) ~ K (BT2) or equivalently
n 0

im(h: ~~n(BT2) --H2n(BT2» or im(h: ~;n(BT2) --?A2n(BT2» • But

this is not known in general. In a certain range of dimensions A~

is a good approximation to S'11'",so one expects

to be onto at least for low values of n .

That this is the case can easily be seen by comparing the Atiyah-

Hirzebruch spectral sequences for 'I1'~(X) and Ax(X) or by using

the vanishing line for the higher Ext-groups in the Adams spectral

sequence:

Lemma 4.5: Let p be an odd prime and X an s-connected ew complex

with cells only in dimensions which differ by multiples

of 2(p-l). Then h: 'I1'~n(X)--+A2n(X)

as n~s+2(p-l)?p

is onto as long
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Proof: If we compare the Atiyah-Hirzebrueh speetral sequenees

for slTZn(X) and AZn(X) using the Hurewiez map we see that h

fails to be onto only if more nonzero differentials start on
s

HZ (X ölT) than on HZ (X öA )nOn 0 (there are no boundaries). By the
assumption on X only d

r
with r = 0 mod Z(p-I) ean be nonzero.

So for the ease in whieh h may fail to be onto, there must be an

r+1 = 0 mod Z(p-I). The firstelement of eok (J) in

time this happens is

lTs(So) with
r
. p-Ir=d~m QI'B1 = ZZ(p-l) p-I So as long as

22n ~ 2 (p-J). p+s the Hurewiez map must be onto and ~m (h) ean be
caleulated via K-theory.

We can apply this lemma to the ease of BTn and P a;kH
00

because

the p- localizations of suspensions of those spaces split into wedgs

of spaees which have cells only in dimensions differing by multiples

of 2(p-J) (for a proof see [30]).

Obviously the sum

z =
nri=o (4.6)

for theis in the eigens pace of1.n K (BTZölQ)
o

kn and the only problem is the integrality of Z . This

wi th a. € Q~

eigenvalue

can be decided by expanding Z in terms of the usual basis b.xb .•
~ J

Example: Define x = (bJxb1 - b1xbJ)/p in Ko(BTZöQ) then it is0

that x € K (BT2;~( rand Z Weeasy to see so XoE. A2(p+I)(BT ) .o 0 p
, s Zdenote a preimage of x in lT2(p+I)(BT ) simply by x too.0 0

This way of finding the linear combinations Z as in (4.6) which

are in by expanding them in terms of b.xb.
~ J

is only

a reasonable method in lowest dimensions.

We therefore proceed as foliows:
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Theorem 4.7: Let z be an element in A2 (P ~xp ~) . Then______ r 00 00

Q (z) •= ..!- (zp -z •.(br.(p - I)x I+ Ixbr.(p - I)-b (r- I).(P- I)xbP- I))
. plI I I

is a weIl defined class in A2 (P ~xp ~) andrp 00 00

z ~ Q(z) defines an operator

Q : A2 (P Q;XP ~)r 00 00
A2 (P Q;XP ~).pr 00 00

Here zP denotes the p-th power of z in the Pontrjagin product on

Proo f: Clearly Q (z) e K (P q; xP a;;~) is in
00000

show that Q(z) is in K (P ~xp ~;2( », that is00000 p

This is equivalent to

«I+x)mx(l+x)n,Q(z» E. 7l(p) for all n,rn ~o.

Set rn nz = «I+x) x(l+x) ,z>'£ Z( ). Becausem,n p

rn n«I+x) x(l+x) ,aob> rn n m n«I+x) x(l+x) ,a>. «l+x) x(l+x) ,b>

we have

m n«I+x) x(l+x) ,Q(z»

(4.8)
= I (zp -z o(rnr.(p-I)+nr.(p-I)_rn(r-I)-(p-l)nP-I»

p m,n m,n

If n or m is prime to p, then mr(p-I)+nr(p-I)_m(r-I)(p-l)nP-1 = I

mod p and zP = z rnod prn,n m,n and the right hand side of (4.8) is

an integer. If n and mare both divisible by p, then on the right

hand side there

mod p because

remains zP Ip. But in this case we havem,n- - m-(l+x)mPx(l+x)np = $P«l+x) x(l+x)n) and

z rn,n _ 0

r= p • z • So
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Remarks:
2]. If zeA2r(BT )

cause bixbj
I ]

comes from stable homotopy, then so does p'Q(z), be-
l. J . S +is the image of 0 xo where O~~2(P~C ) is given by

in the definition of Q, e.g. for

2the Hopf bundle over S • So the only problem in establishing Q as

an operator in stable homotopy is the divisibility by p.

2. One has other choices for the form of the second summand
(]Xba+baxl-bP-IXba-p+l)z 0 I I I I

a = dim(z)/2 even:

Q(z) = "'!'(zp-z(IXba'(p-I)+ba'(P-I)xl_(b xb )(a'(p-I)/2»)
p • I I I I

As one can easily see this does not affect the property of Q(z)

of being in the image of s 2
h: ~2 (ßT)ap

2
---+ A

2
(BT).

ap

3. There are additional operators for p=2 using the fact that

For example

dim(z)=a ~6.

and

4. One can define similar operators on A2n(BTm).

Ex am p 1e : m =3, n ~2. Set b :=p- I, a: =nb, c: = (n- ]).b, d: = (n -2 )ban d

Then z ~ (zP-z.h(S(n»)/p defines an operator on 3A2n(BT ).

The operator Q on A2~(BT2) has the following properties:

Proposition 4.8: a) Q(x+y)
] p- I

= Q(x)+Q(y) + .r
p l.=]

free).
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The proof of (4.8) follows direetly from the definition and Some
straigthforward ealeulations.

Property b) shows that Q is most interesting on indeeomposable
elements of 2A2*(BT ). We define induetively

x.: = Q (x. I)
1 1- (4.9)

Example: p=3

(We have used the symmetrie form of Q as in remark 2 above).

By (4.5) it is then clear that Xo and xI come from stable homo-
topy. With a little work and some information on
(see e. g. ~ 6) one can prove that x2 is in thc image of
h: 1T:(BT2) ~ A'f,(BT2) too. This is most interesting for the prime 3
as we shall see later. Using now the Pontrjagin product on TT~(BT2)
we can construct out of the elements xo,x

l
and a a lot of further

elements going far beyond the dimension limit where we know

to be onto.

Suppose given a compact Lie group G with maximal torus Tn

In [23]it is shown how G/Tn defines an element (G/Tn,f,L)

in 1T:(BT
n
) and how to calculate the image of this element in

n
H~(BT) using the root system. This can be used to express the
elements x in terms of homogeneous spaces for low primes. For p=20

the element is given by SU(3)/T2 with the canonical 2x T -bundle0

on it. It turns out that x1=Q(xo) for p=2 lS essentially the
element given by 2

G2/T , the first exeptional Lie group. Similarly
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x is given byo Sp(2)/T2 and for p=5
(

It is an unsolved problem to give an explieit eonstruetion for

Xo and xI or a deseription in terms of known manifolds for the other

primes. Even more interesting would be a geometrie eonstruetion de-

seribing the operator Q in stable homotopy (if it exist).

We proeeed to ealeulate t(x~xi ) and for some i,j

As already mentioned, the p-loealization of the suspension of P ~
""

splits into (p-I) pieees

S P oe> ~ (p) '::! X I" Xi" ... "x (p _ I )

The e-invariant ealeulation of [24]for the stable map T repre-

senting tO and (2.5) shows that ~ restriets to zero on X. with
J

(4.10)

j+(p-2). 80 only the spaee X p-2 is relevant for the transfer tO•

Set i-I p-i-I for Id(p-Iy. : = xI x
1 0

Y : = p-2 p-I
X I • X

P 0

yp+ I: = p-I p-2
X • XI 0

or in general

come from stable homotopy and we denote a inverse image of

where

Lp+1

t(p-I)-I =
r
Li=o

(o~a.<.p)
1

We then know that y. for
1

Y. by the same symbol. The y. are all supported by the component1 . 1

2 2
X 2" X 2c 8 1\ BT ( )p- p- p

Theorem 4.11: Let p be an odd prime and s 0ß,".n (S )( )
1- r p the i-th element
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of the ßt-family (r=2(p-I).(i(p+I)-I)-2) .

Then t't(y.) ,;.ß.
1 1

for i~p

Remark:

If we had proved that x2 eomes from stable homotopy then the same

method would show tot(y.) = ~.
1 1

for 2+p~i~2p.

(4.11) will be proved at the end of ~ 5. As preparation for this

we eolleet some properties of t(y.):
1

Proposition 4.12: a) The order of t(y.) is
1

It(y.)1 =
1

as follows:
i+1p for I<i<p,

pP and P+I= p

b) The elements t(y.) are of the form
1

It(Y1') = - b (' + lower terms (i:#=p)p p 1(p-I)-I)

t(y ) = lz b 3 Z + lower termsp p p -p -p

Proof: We choose the symmetrie form of the operator Q as in remark 2

above. If we

in to -x .•
1

interehange the two faetors of BT2 then x goes overi
We reeall

(4.13)

+ •••.•

a) We first determine the order of t(y.) by applying lemma (1.14)
1

and formula (4.4) for the transfer. We need only eonsider summands
. . k

a.b~xb~/p in which k is larger than i-2, beeause the transfer

ean introduee only a faetor b/pZ when i~p-l.
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1. The case of

2. The element

Yl 1S handled separately : t(~) has order p
i p-2-ix1xo (i>o) starts with the terms

;l:(~)(I+pp-l)(i-j) bj+(i-j).p b"'/ j+(i-j)'p+i( . ')J I x I P 0,(, J .$ 1 (4.14)

where in the notation the star means a number with

i+* = dimension of the element in consideration.

Only for j= I do we find *+I;;o(p), so the transfer gives

we

whereas for j+1 we get a factor I/p.l/p2,
kckb1 which we getL kIn the sum after applying m ~

p
i+2 sthus have I cl+(i_1 )pl = p and Icrl = p with s<.i+2

for r + {i-l)p+1 • So no cancellation in the contributions of

for j=1 the factor

the different terms to b1 can take place and

order i+2p

t (y , )
1

must have

3. In the same way one finds the order of t(y ).
p

4. One readilychecks that one has only to consider the same terms

1'n (4.14) for xP
1-IAxp

o-2 • A '2 f' d th '1 d '~ s 1n • we 1n e maX1ma enom1-

nator for j=1 • Then It(Yp+I)1 P+I= p

b) The next task is to find the maximal filtration of t (y , )
1

1. The skeleton filtration of t(YI) is 2p(p-2) , that is to say

It(Yl) = p bp(p_2) + terms of lower filtration.

2. The case for i~p-2

We look at the same terms as in (4.14) but interchange the

factors of BT2 • Putting j=o we find a term

1
p-2+[Pp

p.(p -2+i (p- I)) (p-2) +i.(p- I)
b I x b1 (4.15)
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We have v ( p(p-2+i(p-I»!) = p-2+pip and

terms. So by applying the transfer we get from (4.15)

I
p bp(p-2+i(p-I» + lower terms

Terms of filtration k with k) p(p-2+i(p-I» can only come

is always less than or equal to

terms the denominator is strictly less than even

the denominator

(p-2+pi)
p

. Thus in those

o<r!:i: i. Hutwi th

by construction of

from

of a product
min(k,e)+ip

after applying the transfer. The maximal filtration is there-

fore p(p-2+i(p-I».

An easy calculation shows that by adding a multiple of b7

with 2n-1 = dim t(y.)
1

(= kernel of the Bockstein map) we

cannot reduce the filtration; but for what follows this 1S

not needed.

3. t(y ) has the form I b lower-2 p3_p2_p + termsp p

4. As in 2 • finds term I b 2 for and all otherone a - p(p -2) ] =0p

terms give lower filtration.

As a corollary of (4.11) we can state:

Corollary 4.16: Let p be an odd prime. Then up to dimension

n = 2(p-I}(p2+1)-4 all elements in the p-component

of can be constructed from the three man1-

folds cr , Xo and xI using only product and

Pontrjagin product.

The reason for stopping with dimension 22 (p + I ).( P - I ) -4 is the

element Ei. The elements Ei are still in the image of the trans-

fer tO
• One can show this by the same method as above, but with some
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alterations. Let £.
1

denote an inverse image of E.
. 1

in

then e('E.)
1

generates the second summand in AZ I(P C), that ism- 00

e(£.)
1

lT.;.(x(Z,I)) (see ~ I)

So the appearance of E. goes parallel to the appearance of the
1

second summand of the transfer component in A~(P E). Besides the
. 00 .

inverse image

has an inverse

t(y) already constructed, the element ß =E 1
P P p-

simage of order p in lT~(Poo~). But the elements

E •
1

(i< P-I) are not in the image of

lTZ
s 1 (P ~)n+ 00

as some elementary calculations show.

To get a lift to filtration 0 one could try to use the other trans-

instead of tO, but I have not done this.

The fact that ß
p+1

is not in the image of tO does not give an

insurmountable obstruction ip a programme of representing stable

homotopy elements by free Tn-manifolds. One must only use instead

of tO one of the generalized transfers: For example

in the image of tp(p-I) for p>3 •

ß p+1 lies

there exist only parts of theFor p=3 ßt-family. Using the fact

that Xz is in the image of stahle homotopy we can construct 69
which seemed to be unknown up to now:

Proposition 4.17: In the 3-component of we get from

the elements

The method of proof is the same as for (4.1 I). We therefore omit

the calculations.
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can also be used to construct generators for
s 2

'Tl:t (Pco a:: ). UP tot h e d im en sion n = 2 (p- 1).(p + 1)- 3 nearly all

elements of se (1T.:,.. (P ooa::) (p» can be constructed from xo,x1 and 0

using Pontrjagin products and the transfer; see ~ 6.

which is in the cokernel of all tS•

At present, for the odd primes, no element in s 0
1T, (S ) (p) is known

For the prime 2, the situation is different; see ~ 7.

For the construction of the ~t-family of Adams (2)

transfer tS, see ~ 7.

using the
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~ 5 Some eomputations with A~(BP)

This ehapter eontains the eomputations whieh are needed in ~ 3,

~ 4 and ~ 6. First the elements of order p in AZn-1 (BP) are

worked out and then it is shown that one ean eompute in A2n-1 (BP)

modulo elements of eertain filtration. This allows us to use the

f: S2p ~ --7 BP whieh is needed to eompute
co

the transfer, in usual homology instead in ~-theory.

We then eompute the values of f* mod p and mod

elose with the proof of (4.11).

t. (h I), and
'1
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In actual computations it seems to be betterto use BP-homology

instead of complex bordism. We therefore recall some weIl known

facts aboutBP; for proofs and notation see [ 3 ]. , I

"The Brown-Peterson spectrum for the fixed prime p is a ring

spectrum which fits into the commuting diagram

MUZ(p)

w~

e:
MUZ(p)

/i
BP

is a

and

q and v bo~hhaves s
h: BP~..-,-,,> H~TBP-';Z(p»

woi -idBP' We have H~(BP;Z(p»-

- BP*. 2(p) t vt "•••,v's"'] where
2o(pS-t) • The Hurewicz mapdegree

with

m6nomorphism, so ve can identify BP~ with the subring

I.
h(BP..c) of H'll(BP;3'(p»'
tively

The generators v are defined induc-s

h(v ) - p.q -s s

s-t
L

j -i
(5.t)

In H.(BP;Z(p~ h(vs) ls divisible by p but not by p2. We have

BP~(BP) • w:(BP) [~t,t2""] with tieBP2(pi_I)(BP). To describe

the Hurewicz map ~R: BP ~BP~BP we identify BPQ~(BP) with

H-a(BP;t!)[tt,•••tti] • Then

• ri+j-k
i

pq. t.
1 J

(5.2)

We define elements t.EK (BP;J(» by mapping t. EBP~BP into
1 0 P , 1

MU*(BP) using i and then by the Todd map to K~(BP)

Lem a 5.3:
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is torsion-free and that rationally M 0 Q = K (BP ;Q) •o

Let G denote the multiplieative part in the splitting of

K(-,2(p» into (p-l)-homology theories [ 4 J, then BP",BP- G)I,(BP)

is surjeetive [6 J \olithimage 2(p)[tl, .•. tr, •.. ]. But G ••.(X)

is a direet summand of K~(X;2(p» so M must be a direet summand

and we are done.

The Hurewiez map nR followed by i and then by the Todd map is the

Hurewiez map hK: BP.••..-+K,,(BP;2(p». Beeause qn=[ppn_lt]/pn in

~:(MU)~~, the Todd map sends q to I/pn in K (BP;Q). Therefore it
n 0

fo110ws from (5.2):

L
i+j=k

1 i
-i .t ~P ] (5.4)

Beeause h~Q is the inverse map to the ehern eharaeter (5.4) allows

us to eompute eh(t.).
]

, set deg(b.)=i
1

and extend this in the obvious way to all elements in K (MU;Q/2).o

Simi1ar1y for A2n(BP;~/2) where we set deg(ti)=(pi_l)/(P-l).

Proposition 5.5: Let x EA2n(MU;~/l) be an element of degree r. If

n is suffieient1y 1arge eompared with r, then

ß(x)€A2n_I(MU) is zero.

Proof: We have A2n(MU;~/a) = A2n+2N(MU(N);~/2) for N large. Let

BU(N,q) denote the q-ske1eton of BU(N) and MU(N,q) the Thom

spaee of the restrieted universal bundle EU(N). Beeause there exists

a q-dimensiona1 bund1e E, stab1y isomorphie to EU(N) restrieted to
2N-q EBU(N,q), we have MU(N,q) S ",BU(N,q). The assumption on x

imp1ies that we ean find an element XEA2n+q(BU(N,q)E;~/l) with
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q~r+l which maps to x under suspension and the rnap induced by

inclusion. Now x = EBU(N.q) is a Zq-dimensional CW-complex.

which can therefore be embedded in s4q+Z. Let D(X) be the

4a+Z -Spanier-Whitehead dual of X. Then

A (x.m/2) ~ A3q+l-Zn(D(x).n/l)Zn+Zq .~ .~

If r is sufficiently small compared with n. we can choose q such

that 3q+l-Zn is still negative. But in the negativ range the
e-invariant

'lfi(X)
s -->

is in the image of e on

and so the same is true for x.

comes from stable hornotopy, then

is surj ective [43 J.
s E'lfZn+q(BU(N,q) )

x "- AZn (MU ;q/2)

1I"~n_l(MU) = 0 •

This means that

But if
ß (x) = 0 because

Corollary 5.6: Let x E. AZn(BP;~/2) be an element of degree <;. r.

If n is sufficiently large compared with r, then

ß (x) E AZn-1 (BP) is zero.

Proof: Because 11":A2n(MU;~/Z) --? AZn(BP;Q/2) is onto we can find
a polynomial in the b. which maps to x. In an inverse image of t.

1 1

we only need b. with
J j{(pl_I), thus we can find an inverse image y

for x with degree y~r(p-I) and can apply (5.5).

Let x ce AZ (BP;~/Z) c.K (BP;~/l) be an element of order p, then xn 0

also lies in AZm(BP;~/2) with m=n+t(p-l) , tt-O, because
k n km'(c. -k )(x)=O irnplies (c. -k )(x)=O in this case.

For sorne large t (5.6) implies that the element x lS 1n the kernel

of ß, or what is the same, it is of the form y/p where

y€. AZn+Zt(p-l)(BP) s• By the Hattori-Stong theorem h: 'lfZm(BP).~AZm(BP)
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is an isomorphism, so y ~s a polynomial in the elements h (v. ) •~

Example: We have - t)+a mod p

So t~-t) mod p

Therefore

n = p.(p-) ) +

x = (tP-t )/p defines an element in) )

t.(p- ) . F 0 r t=0 weh ave ß (x )=F 0

AZn(BP;~/~) with

because ker(ß)

consists of the multiples of h(V~) The element ß(x)

(t=O) ~s the first nonzero element ~n A. (BP)~ with i odd. Suppose

now t)o. ßecause nR(vZ) = vZ+v)t~-vYt) mod p

we have h(vZ);;: tY-t) mod p in Ko(BP;~(p»

and therefore ß(x)=o in this case. Similarly

in BP" BP (34 ]

t-)So x = h(vZv) )/p

(n=O(p-)) and

an element in AZn(BP;Q/Z) with n=kp(p-)+s(p-) (k~),s~o). For

k~p it is easy to see, that this element has nonzero Bockstein

as long as s<k. We denote this element by

As an immediate corollary of (5.6) we get

Corollary 5.7: The elements of order p ~n AZn(p_)fBP;Q/Z) are

of the form y/p where y ~s

and deg (y) ~ n.

Using the Bockstein sequence

a polynomial in h(v.)~

one can easily work out which of these polynomials have nonzero

Bockstein.

The order of AZn-) (BP) can be computed by a similar method to

that used for Peod:. We know the Hure"Ticz map AZn(BP) - >HZn(BP)
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and therefore the order of the differentials in the Atiyah-Hirze-

bruch spectral sequence on the bottom line H~(BP;A ). Becauseo

there are no other differentials for dimensional reasons, and we

know the number of elements in the Ez-term, we can compute the

number of elements in the E -term.
00

Lemma 5.8: For 2n<p(p -I) the group A2n-1 (BP;Q/2) is cyclic.

Proof: Because h(v3J = t~-t2+ terms in t
l

mod p (see t 34 ]) ha s

degree p(p+I), elements of order p in dimensions less than

Zp(pZ_I) can be expressed using only h(v
l
) and h(vZ)' One easily

sees that the only elements not in ker (ß) can be given by
kh(vZ)/p for some k, that is by the elements discussed above. If

there are two values of k such that is in A2n(BP;~/Z) ,

then there is only oue with nontrivial image under ß.

For later use we work out A2m(BP;l/p) for m = deg (vjv2)=p(p+I)+p.

p+ I / p+2 /Lemma 5.9: The elements h(v3vZ)/p,h(vZ ) p and h(vZ ) p are

in AZm(BP;Z/p) and have nonzero image under ß. The

group AZm_1(BP) has 3 cyclic summands.

The proof of (5.9) is an easy calculation which we omit.

Remarks:

I. The cofibre sequence o -S ~BP-?BP shows

(5.10)

2. A cofibre sequence which induces short exact sequences in BP-homo-

logy induces a long exact sequence of Ext-groups. Tn this way one

can map

surjectively onto
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using the two boundary maps

o :'I- - / I ~ - Z ,..Ext ' (BP",BP,.{BP;QZ)) -?Ext ' (B~,BPiBP)) -----?' Ext '(BP",BP••)

But ExtO'~B~,B~(BP;~/Z)) = set of primitive elements in

BP~ (BP;~/a) can be mapped into AZ~(BP;Q/Z) and then using the

Bockstein map into AZ~_I(BP). This defines an injective map

Z,Zn+1ExtBPBP (RPd B~).. -----> AZn-1 (BP)

The element ß of the ßt-family ~s described ~n Ex t0 ,""(Bp~,TI p.(13p.; ~~/ z ) )
s

by s s and s in AZn_I(BP).(nR(vZ) -vZ)/pvI maps to h(vZ) /p So we

know the e-invariant of an inverse image of ßs under the boundary
s - s 0map a: 1T*(BP) ~1T*(S ).

s s -The formulas for nR(v2) and h(v2) show why A2n-1 (B~) is much
I Zn -larger than ExtBPBP(B~,ß~(BP)).

'>'

For connected spectra like BP there exists an Atiyah-Hirzebruch

spectral sequence. There is a filtration of BP, denoted by Bpr

whose associated graded groups are the E~-terms of the EZ-terms

E2 = H (BP;A (*)). In the group AZn(BP;Q/Z) this filtrations,t s t .
is the one given by degree (up to the factor 2(p-I». The state-

ment of (5.7) means then that nonzero elements in AZn_I(BP)

must have high filtration. We can use this observation to sim-

plify some calculations. For late use we restriet to the fol-

lowing dimensions km = Z(p-I){p +p-I) and k~p+l, although the

statement of the following proposition seems to be true in

general.

Proposition 5.1 I: The canonical map J~

with r = Z(p-I)(pk-2)

k'p+1 .~s injective.

rAZm-1 (BP) ~AZm-1 (BP/BP )

and m = (p-I )'(pk+k-I)
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(5.11) means that in A2m(BP;Q/l) we can calculate modulo terms

of degree~(pk-2) without losing A2m_I(BP). We identify

H~(BP;~) with its image in K (BP;~/Z). For the proof ofo

(5.11) we require the followinglemma:

Lemma 5.12: If we have in K (BP;~) the following equation______ 0

p

L
i=o

a (i)-q~q~-i (p+ I)+ a (p+ I)q 3q ~P - I):: 0

mod z(p) and mod degree 2~ p +p-2 where

2a = p +2p, then a(i)~ l(p) and moreover
p-2a(i) B 0 mod p •

the terms, of highest degree in

Proof: The statement a(i) E Z(p) follows from the fact that
i a-i(p+l) are linearly

q2ql

independent.

Then by an easy calculation one sees that the coefficient of

in for k~j has denominator

at most pp. The number a(p+l) must be divisible by p(p-I)

because of the term t3/pp-1 in degree p2+p+I of q3q~P-I)
2 p p p2+2p-(p+I)p p p

In degree p +p the term t2 appears in q2ql =q2qI

with denominator pP and in a(p+I)q3q~P-I) with denominator ~p.

So a(p):: 0 (pp~l). The term t~-lt~+1 appears in q~q~ and

l.
"n p-I 2p+I Its denominator in p-I 2p+I is p and inq2 q 1 q I q2 P

P P p-la(p).q2qI at most p. So at least a(p-I):: o(p ). Proceeding

inductively the conclusion follows. One factor p is lost be-
p2-I

cause the denominator of the coefficient of t2t1 in

is only p-lP •
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Proof of (5.11):

I. We first treat the case

element of order p is given

k~p. Then AZm-1 (BP) is cyclic and
k rby ßh(vZ )/p • In AZm(BP/BP ;~/2)

the

we have

! .tPk
p I (5.13)

Suppose that t~k/p
rA2m-1 (BP/BP ), that

then we can write

lies in the kernel,of ~: AZm(BP/Bpr;Q/Z)' )
r r /is in the image of AZm(BP/BP ;Q) .~ AZm(BP/BP ;Q Z);

I pk
-.t =
P I

k-I
Li=o

(p+I)(k-i)-1 ia .. q . q
~ 1 2 (5.14)

But if we look at the coefficients of tPk and
1

pk-I
tl in

(k-i) (p+1 )-1 iql q2 we see that they are equal. So an equation like

(5.14) cannot exist and ~(t~k/p) + 0 in AZm_I(BP/Bpr).

Remark: If we try to compare a given element z €A2m(BP;~/l) with
kh(v2)/p we may not only calculate mod degree ~ pk-2 but can also

introduce the additional relation t2 = O. Then is still

nonzero modulo those relations, which then all reduce to tpt/p=_tpt-'/I I p.

Z. The case k=p+ 1•

As for k~p the coefficients of p2+p and p2+p_1 the samet 1 t 1 are

in i p2+2p-i.(p+ 1) with the exception ial, where haveq2 q I one we

2
the coefficient of p2+p in p2+p_1 is (P +p -I) / Ptl q2. q I p-I P

p2+p_1 2 (p2+P_1) / p Ithe coefficient of in p +p-I istl qZ. q I p-I P + -2p

The group A2m-1 (BP) is a sum of 3 cyclic groups and the elements

of order p are ~(h(v~+2)/p), ß(h(v~+l)/p) and ß(h(viv3)/P).

Now let
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Pr . 2 2 • ( )1 + -1 +1 -Ia(i).q qP P P +a(p+l)q qP2' I 3 I

mod

a(i)

2 rdegree .{P +p-2 1n A2m(BP/BP ;(/),./Z) • Then by
p-3~ 0 (p ). Looking at the coefficients of

(5.12) we have
p2+p_1 p2+ptl and tl

mod Z we see that they are the same; the additional summand
p2+p_1 2tl • a(I)/p vanishes (for p>3, for p=3 one calculates directly).

We have
2..!..tP+2p

p I

1.( tp.tP p2+p+1 pp 2 I-tl - tl't2)

21-. t P +p
P I

2mod degree .~p +p-2.

On the left

and that of

equal,

hand-side
p2+p_1
t I

so b:: 0 (p).

2
of (5.15) the coefficient of P +p is b/ptl
is zero, but on the right-hand side they are

Because a(i) :: 0 (p) we find a - 0 and c - 0

mod p by looking at the terms of highest degree.

The usual generators for H~(MU) are the elements b~ = ~(b.) where
1 1

~: H*(BU) -- H~(MU) is the Thom isomorphism, whereas H~(BP;Z(p» =

l (p) [q I' •• ,qi '•• J • Let "': MU ~ BP be th e pro j ection. Wen eed

some information about "'~(b~) in terms of the q .• The values of, 1 1

"'Il(m~)(notation as in
1

puting b~ in terms of
1.

[3]) are known and there are formulas for

m~ ( 7.5 in [3). However for computing
1.

com-

~(b~) mod p we proceed as follows:

Proposition 5.16:

i
L

k=1

pk
q .. ".(b 1.'-k I) mod p
1 •. P -
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Proof: We have a commutative diagram

H~(MU)

'I TMUI
HU/.(MU)

".,---_._;,

".,

Hl'(BP)

.1 T
MU

~" TBP

MU•. (BP) .---.o,..BP, (BP)

with

(see

MU
T MU (b 1 )

[3 ] ~ 16) :

H
b
l
• In BP"BPQ't (P",C) the following equation is true

(5.17)

Applying TBP gives

L
f

j + 1
x

Calculating mod p we arrive at

L
f

mod p

Inductively it follows that ".(b~) = 0 (p) if j f pS_I and for i>O
-l' J

i
Lk=O

k
qk ".(b i-k )p = 0

.J< P -I

Remark: A similar argument gives a corresponding formula in K-theory.

Examples:

".(bp2_1) p+l - <12- q 1

".(bp3_1) p2+p+l + p2 + p - q3=- -ql q 1 q 2 qlq2

(5. 18)

mod p
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Corollary 5.19:

For computing the transfer tS in filtration I we need to calculate
- tSthe map S2P CsH

-----7 MU.~ BP. Recall that the map fS was defined
co

by the diagram

> MU

. !
J

)

11

_._ a ~ sI

If we define the generators b~
1.

phism ,: H~(Pco~) ~ H~(Pco[SH)

of H (P CSR) . h Th .US1.ng t e om 1.somor-*" co

we can use the commutative diagram

H (P (J;SH)
f"s

ii~(MU)'* co

1 , l~
fS

Hll(PCO~) ------?- H,,(BU)

Note that H*(MU) and H*(BU) are both rings and the Thom isomorphism

is a ring homomorphism. But

H~ (BU), so
-s (b~) H H s (5.20)fo¥- = (bo+bl+ •••. ")(i)1.

where (i) means term of degree 1.• Because j I :H~ (Pco~(S-1 )H) _~H•.(Pco~SH)
s-1 s arrivemaps b. to b. I we at1. 1.-

fS s H H H s-I (5.2 I)(bi-I) = (bo+b1+b2+ •••• )(i)"*

The analogous formulas are true in K-theory.

For calculating with the transfer tO we need therefore
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this is easy to calculate:

tProposition 5.2Z: The coefficient ct of q] 1n

has the following mod p value: write t(p-I) ..
r iL aiP with O~a.<p, then ct :: 0 if L a.> p-I
i-O 1 1

and Ct - (-I)t/aO!al !a2! •.. ar! if La. = p-I1

Proof: We calculate p+1 -I(I+y+y + ••• ) and set P-]y=x , then

p-] pZ_1 -I(I+x +x + ..• ) x
p_1 p2_1]+x +x + •..

2 3xP+xP +xP + .•.= I - ---- 2 ----
x+xP +xP + .•••.

)

= I -

•• I -

The desired identity follows on comparing the coefficients of

on both sides. (5.19) completes the proof.

t(p-I)x

Similarly, one can deduce formulas for ~~(bo+bl+b2+"')s mod P,q2""

Proof of (4.11):

dimension is generated by ß. we must have
1

2,2n+3Remark: Because ExtBP.BP (BP/,<-,BP4) can be
:t.

mapped monomorphically

a) We want to show tt(y.) :f 0 for
1

i~p-I • Because

tt(y.)
1

s 0
~'I4(S )(p) ln

= aß. with
1

this

a,O(p).

into AZn+1 (BP) one can also compute the value of a and so does not

actually need the information that

One would then get tt(y.) = aß. mod higher filtration.
1 1
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We set f= ~fo. By (3.9) we must show that ßf~t(Yi) is nonzero in

A~(BP) and by (5.11) we are allowed to compute mod terms of degree ~
K(pi-2). We know t(Yi) = (l/p).bp«p_l)i_l) + z with deg(z)<p«p-I)i-I).

So at once f*(z) e 0 and we need to know only the term of top degree
Kin f~(bp«p_l)i_I». This of course can be calculated via homology

and we can use (5.22) to obtain

mod t2 and degree~(pi-2)

As remarked in the proof

because

of (5.11),

_ -t~p-I/p

this suffices to show
mod ip-I+i

q I

b) The proof for

lines.

tt(y ) ~ ß runs along similar, but more complicated,'
p p

c) To prove tt(Yp+l) = 0 we must show that ~f~t(Yp+l) goes to zero

in A~(BP). By the same filtration argument as in a) we need only look

at the term in degree (p+l)p-l.

The following two statements are easily proved by direct calculation:

H H H -II. The coefficient of ~(bo+bl+b2+ •.• ) in degree (p+l)p-1 is

tr.t~-I mod p (using (5.18» •

We have already observed in (5.22) that this is zero mod t2,t3.

2. We have the relations

p-I p-I .!. tpp . q3ql = p 2

p-I qPqP 1 tP p-I p p2+p p2+p_1p • :: -. ( + alt2 tl + a2tl + a2 tl )2 1 P 2

p-I p2+2p I 2 pi+p_1p +p )p . q 1 :: -. ( tl + t IP

Statement I. proves

mod~degree 2P +p-2 with al,a2 ; 0 (p).
1 pp-I

f,l«t(Yp+I» - p tl.t2
2mod degree ~ p +p-2 and
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2. shows that this goes to zero under the Bockstein map.

As an example we include the explicit formula for f~t(Yp+l) in the
case p=3 :

_I_t3 I 6 I 3 + J_t4 8 3 8 2 19 9+ t t + t - + - t t + --t + -. t +3 2 3- I 2 3 2 3 I 9' 1 2 9 I 27 1

7 t + !2.t6 + I1 t + 79.t327' 2 27 1. 2q' I 8 I I.
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~ 6 On the image of the e-invariant

In this chapter we discuss the problem of computing the values

which the e-invariant can take on The computation
of the algebraic K-groups for P «:

00
in ~ gives an upper bound

for the image of the e-invariant. In. contrast to the case of

stable cohomotopy in negative dimensions, where the existence

of the J-homomorphism implies surjectivity of the e-invariant,

the e-invariant need not be surjective. Indeed the deviation

from surjectivity is connected with other interesting phenomena

such as behaviour of the transfer maps

from Adams filtration to filtration 2. If the e-invariant were

causes an infinite series of ele-1S 1n the image of some

surjective, then all tS would have to map

higher filtration than F2. Every element of

tS

to

which

ments 1n coker (e). We shall use this to find elements 1n the

cokernel of

A further upper bound for im(e) 1S given by the groups

E 1,2n (P BP (P )) A (P)xtBP BP B 1\' -¥-. (1'(; C 2n-l ..•.c::
""

It is certainly difficult but not impossible to calculate these

groups uS1ng the methods of [29 1. tut even this would not describe

im(e) completely, because there are nonzero differentials in the

Adams spectral sequence on these ext-groups. Via the transfer map

those differentials are related to differentIals on
2ExtBP BP(B~ ,B~ )

'1-

give information on

and so a complete computation of im(e) would
2 s 0

F lT •• (S )(p).

For lower bounds for im(e), the situation lS not even as good as
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for upper bounds. There are severa1 ways of giving 10wer bounds

for the image of e. First, we can use S-dua1ity and the J-homo-

morphism to show that elements of 10w ske1eta1 filtration in

to produce elements in im(e).

are a1ways in the image of e. Second, we can use
s Z s'IT~,(BT ) --)1r~(PooQ;)the transfer map

The 'first method on1y gives a coarse 10wer bound in all dimensions.

3he second can on1y be used effective1y in a certain range of

dimensions because the image of the Hurewicz map
s Z Zh: 'ITZn(BT ) ~ HZn(BT) whose know1edge is necessary for this

method is not known in general.

We start with giving 10wer bounds using S-dua1ity. We then

discuss asimp1e method to find elements in the cokerne1 of

e: 'ITZ
s

1 (p li:) -- AZ 1 (P 0;), describe the relation to the trans-n- 00 n- 00

fer maps and use

This then a110ws

this to ca1cu1ate im(e) c AZ 1 (P <i:)n- 00

u s t0 co m pu te 'IT ~ (P00 lC ) (p) in th e sam e

2for n~(p-l)p -po

range of

dimensions. We also show how one can describe and construct the

elements in S
'ITi\ (P 000:) in this range by framed manifo1ds (up to some

for nfo(p)

exeptions). As an app1ication, we compute the 1mage of the
s Z Z

h : 'IT Zn _ 1 (B 2 / P ) -~ K 1 (B 2 / P )Hurewicz map

L
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We first diseuss the way to give lower bounds by use of S-duality
and the J-homomorphismo

Proposition 60 I: Let x I:; AZn-1 (P""G:) be in the image of the map

indueed by inelusion i

and Zk+m~Zn-1 where m is the geometrie dimension
of the stable normal pundle of Pk[ 0 Then x is
in the image of

Proof: If the S-dual of an element x is in the image of e, then
XE im(e) 0 '-le have a eommutative diagram:

D
n~-Zn+Zk+m(PkG:v)snZn-1 (PkC) -

le le
~ AI-Zn+Zk+m(p Cv)AZn-1 (PkC) .• k

where D is S-duality and P [v
k the Thom spaee of the normal bundle

of Pk~ 0 If r = l-Zn+Zk+m~o we ean look at the J-homomorphism

J: Kr-1 (P Cv)
k

The map J faetors as

--;.

and for an odd prime the eomposition eoj 1.S bijective [43 J 0

This shows that e: n~n-I (Pk[) -7 AZn-1 (Pk[)
if Zk+m<Zn-l

is surjeetive

Example: p=3 The element x= (b3-b4+bS)/3 in AZn-1 (P""ll:)with

n odd has filtration 6 (beeause x = aobl+bobZ+cob3

mod bn in K (P ll:;Q/~», so if10"" 2n-I~II, x is in the 1.mage
of e 0
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Th t 1. d t B~/pr g1'vese same argumen app 1e 0 &

.. 62 L2k+l(pr)Propos1t10n . : Let be the 2k+l-ske1eton of BZ/pr

and m the geometrie dimension of the stab1e
normal bund1e of L2k+l(pr). Then

im (A. (L2k+1 (pr» _ A. (B~/pr») is eontained in
1 1

im(e) if 2k+l+m~i.

In [38J it is shown, that m (L2k+1 (pr»" 2[~J+1 if p is odd. So
we a1ways have im ( A. (L2k+ 1(pr» --7 A. (BZ/pr») c im(e) if

1 1

_k+l+ [~] ~i •

Examp1e: p=3 Z = n 0dd 1S 1n A 2n-I(L 11(9)) -' A2n_ 1(B2 /9 )
so zEim(h)

Remark:

if n~ 9.

s / r sBy the surjeetivity of 1T2n-1 (B~ p ) -+ 1T2n_1 (PCX)C)(p) for 1arge r
(6.Z) also gives information for P C, whieh is sometimes betterCX)

than that of (6. I). Given
. Zm-I r

XE 1m(AZi_1 (L (p» -..
(t.8)

X G AZi-t (Bl/pr), the va1ue of m with

AZi_I(BZ/pr» ean be ea1eu1ated as in

To find elements in the eokerne1 of

we can look at spaces X where the image of e in A*(X) is a1ready
known, and then use maps f: PCX)C-7 X to compare the cokerne1s of
e in both groups.,

is mapped by f~ onto a nonzero element 1n

AZn_t(X)/im(e), then x cannot come from stab1e homotopy.

Spaces or spectra for which the image of the e-invariant is known
are MU and BP. Because S (MU) nU = 0

1T2n-1 ~ = 2n-1 and
s

1T2n_t(BP) = BP2n-t (*) = 0 we have im(e) = 0 but neverthe1ess

AZn_I(MU) :f 0 •
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Example: p=3 We have Ag (Pco«:):!! l/3 generated by an element

Zg with
I 3b _lb3 I I I bSZ = "3(b3-b4+bS) - - '9bl+'3b2+3b3 mod9 gIg I

Using (S.17) and (S.4) one finds that Zg is mapped under

'lTafO : 52P..,«:---).BP
-I (2 4 2) 2 I 2 - / -- /to eh gql+"3q) = "9tl+'3tlEAI2(BP;t~ Z) c Ko(BP;~) l).

The kernel of the Bockstein map 1S qi=(t)+1/3)3=t~+t~+tl/3,
o 3so 'lTi~(Zg) - -tl/3.

But Ag(Pco~) g A}O(X}) where SPco«:(3)~ X}vX2 and the co-
fibre spectrum of XI ~ BP is IS-connected. Because

AI I(BP) ~ 'IT~I(BP) ~ l/3 it then follows that Zg is in the

image of e (what we already know,because zg=e(t(xo)) ).

Using this method we shall prove:

Proposition 3.1 I: Let x be an element of order

(m =

P-2p in

2(p - I ).«p + I) - I ) - I )

then x is not in the image of the e-invariant.

Proof: One can use the formulas of ~ I to show that

x - 'lT1\o(x(l,p+Z)) 1n AZm(Pco(;;~/Z) has Bockstein ß(x) = x of
order pp+Z and then compute the coefficients of the highest terms

of x. Then by subtracting a suitable multiple of b7 one can lower

the filtration of x so that

in AZ (P «:;Q/7).m co

I b +p m-(p-I) terms of lower degree (6.3)

To avoid such calculations one can argue as follows: We look at the

Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for A+(Pco~)' The first differen-
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tial 1S the same as the first differential of the spectral sequence

and it 1S weIl known and easy to see that

(5.4)

where - I(p is dual to the first mod p Steenrod power. (We write
s 0III f:: 1TZp-3 (S ) (p) for the generators of both AZp-3 (:-:-)

so)
1TZp_3(S )(p) •

In the case where n+IEo(p) we then have that

cil: HZ (P Q;;A )-- HZ Z( I)(P C;AZ 3)n ~ 0 n- p- 00 p-

is zero and for dimensional reasons the generator of

and

1S a permanent cycle.

This implies that there is an element y in AZm_I(PooC) which has

skeleton-filtration Z(m-p+I). By comparing the spectral sequences

for A'f«PooC) and A*(PooC;Q/l), it follows that in AZ (P C;Q/l)m 00

there is an element y with the same filtration and nonzero Bock-

stein. It is easy to see that z = ß1T~(X(Z,p» is a generator for

the second summand, and from ~ we then know

= J. (
p ..... ) (6.5)

Eecause we know the filtration of px = t(Yp+l) (see ~ 4 )

and that of z, y must be x and (6.4) is proved.

We now map P 0; into BP as folIows:
00

g P 0;
~

pr •.
==k
f

;. S Zkr-w 1T
-----;:. (6.6)

Here pr i5 the natural projection, ="kf the map induced by the

classifying map of k.H and z °k = m-(p-I)p = (p-I)(p +p)-I . In

AZp (p_1 ) (BP; 0./2) we can caOlculate modulo terms of degree<. (p-I).



and so proeeed as in the proof of (4.11): He get

Ig>,:(p.bm_(p_I)+ •.. ) - term of degree (p -I )

whieh is :t( k )/p .tp-I = :t .!. tp-Ip-I I P I

this is not in the kernel ofßy (5.11),

ß: A2p(p_I)(BP;Q/Z) ---'> A2p(p_I)_I(BP).

We ean now prove proposition (3.12) of ~ 3

Proposition 3.12: The image of e in

is mapped tom =

A2 I(P ([;),wherem- 00

2(p-I)«p+l) -1)-1, zero

Proof: By (4 •II) we have proved that px=t(yp+l) goes to zero

under f(o) But, observed in the proof of (3. II), the1T~ 'f . as

generator of the seeond summand has filtration 2 and inz ~ p

A2m(BP;~/2) we are

so 1Tl\f~o) (z)=o.

2allowed to eompute mod terms of degree ~(p +p-2)

We now diseuss the relation between the elements in eoker (e) and

the behaviour of the transfer-maps on Adams filtration i.For S1m-

plieity we shall restriet to dimensions n with n ~dim ß~ •

to be the eofibre homology theory of the Hurewiez
smap 1T~ A* , so that for every spaee we have an exaet sequenee

C (X)
n

i
--+

s
1Tn(X)(p)

h------?- A (X)
n

Ä
----- ) C

n
_1 (X) (6.7)

For an odd prime we see C1'(So);;; eoker (J) C 1T~(SO) (p). The only

way I know of to eompute C~(X) is by means of some speetral

sequenee. If we use the Atiyah-Hirzebrueh speetral sequenee, then

in the dimension range and for spaees like P 0;
00

this
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is easy. One needs only the knowledge of two differentials

d2(p_l) and d2(p_I)2 . The values of dr
sfrom those of the ~*-spectral sequence.

for

There

C* are deduced

we have

Lemma 6.8: d2n,k: H (P ~.~s)r 2n co' k
and 2(p_I)2 is given

d;~;~I)([Pn~J@z) =

s~ H2 (P <I:;~k+ I) for r=2(p-l)n-r co r-
by

(n-p+I}[Pn_p+I~l.z.al

Proof: This is known, see [44 J, [9 J and can also be deduced by apply-

ing the method for finding elements in coker(e) discussed above.

Let X = P~~ or PClO~/Pk~'

We then see that the cycles which are left by d2(p_l) are killed

by d 2 with the following exceptions2(p-l)
a) the differentials map into negative dimensions or

b) d2(p_I)2 starts on an element

posable in the ring ~:, that is

[p . Ci:] ~ z wh e r e z i .5
l.

ZEtr~I,ß2 ••. ßp_tI

indecom-

For X = P a: there remain for dimensional reasons (case a»
co

[P.a:J~z and
J

[po ~]~al.zJp
with I.;:j«p-I)

and and o<i+k~p-I (6.9)

For X = PcoC/PkC there are left, by reason b), the

cycles [ptP+(P-I )<1:]~ ßs •

The elements left for dimensional reasons in C2 (P <1:)map ton CX)

(6.10)

nonzero elements in s
~2 (P <1:):n co

Clearly [Pj~] 0 z (j<p-I) represents
s

a co. ~2(PCX)<I:)is the generator.

But we know p-2t(a oZ) = alz 4= 0 in s 0~*(5 )

50 ia z :+: .0 for hp-2 .
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Thus elements in the image of ß: A2n-I(P=~) ~ C2n-2(Pm~) are

represented by eyeles [PtP+(p_l)cJ~ es and we have proved

Lemma 6. 11: Let 2n-1

eoker (e:
~ dirn er • Then
s

'lT2n-1 (Pm«::)-

has order at most p .

Proposition 6.12: Let n{,dim er/2 and XE AZn_I(PmlI:) be in

eoker (e) • Then there exists a number k such

that the projection of x into

AZn-1 (Pm«::/Pk~) is in the image of e and for
an element x with e(x) = x we have
t (k+ 1) (x) :#: 0

Proof: XE A2n-1 (Pm(l;) is mapped to an element represented by

some tp(p-l)+tpcl~ßs in CZn_Z(Pma::). Let k=p-I+tp and
kpr :Pm«::- Pm~/Pka:: be the projeetion. We look at the exaet sequenees

k+1indueed by the transfer t

k • 1 k+1
0 AZn-1 (Pm«::/Pk-I~) ~ AZn-1 (PmC/Pk«::) t A~ (So)AZn-2k-1 (S ) ~ ~.

I 1~ i

1° ß I

J
0 ~ CZn-Z(Pm[/Pk-l«::) CZn-Z(Pm«::/Pk«::) C•.(So)CZn-Zk-Z(S ) ----7 ~

kWe have ß'pr~(x)=O,
ke(i) = pr-l\(x). Then

so there exists x ~ 'IT~n_1(Pmll:/Pk«::)with

tk+1 (-x) J.. 0, . k+1 ( )~ beeause 1n ease t x = 0 we

should have

eontradieting

x = j! (x) for some x
k-lßpr~ (x) = O. Clearly

- k-Iwith e(x) = pr~ (x)+k(z)
k+1t (x) = a.~s with afO (p).
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I f x ;, 1T s ( P {;/ pr.)
2n-( 00 k

k+1t (x) = B, then
s

1S an element with

Remark:

has an inverse image In AZn-1 (PooG:)

is in eoker (e)

t"h ie h

Beeause

is onto.

1S free, k
pr, : AZ' I(P <j;)1+ 00

Beeause the transfer mapProof:

is zero, e(x) has inverse image

k+ I' 0t : AZn-1 (Poo(l;/Pk<l:)...-:-AZn-2k-Z(S )

y 1n AZn-1 (P ",(l;/Pk-1«:)

This eannot be in the image of e beeause the existenee of an

inverse image y would imply 1S 1n Adams-

filtration F1+Z(p-l)). Then the lift of e(x) to AZn-1 (P ",C) can

be mapped onto an element in eok (e), so it eannot come from stahle

homotopy.

So one ean deseribe the.cokernel of e by computing the transfers

tk on filtration land viee versa.

Remark:

The elements 1n eok (e) are always conneeted with values of the

transfer maps, but they need not always eorrespond to values of t1

in Adams filtration Z. So we eannot determine them simply by com-
. k. fl<put1ng t V1a " and AZn+ I (ffp) and the boundary map
s - s 0d: 1TZm+1 (BP) ---+ 1TZm(S ) The appearance of such a phenomenon -

conneeted with the relation in stable homotopy - 1n

dimension ZZp (p-I )-3 is the reason for our dimension limit.

The method of ~ 3 allows us to compute tk from filtration to

filtration Z and the results of I 5 reduce this to a computatioll

of a eoeffieient . .1n apower ser1es, namely the eoefficient of

L _

in k-]
)
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{ 1 • • • • • r - 1 } Tf the element

The element

is in the image of tk• then k:O(p).

IS In the image of tpt i f

and only if t-I mod p is in the set {s •••• ,p}

Proof: If kß = t (x), then by (6.13) there exists an element ys

The element ~(y)

has a representing cycle of the form rp (1;1 Xß
L tp+p-I ~ s It follows

that 2n-2 = 2tp+2(p-l) + dirn R = dirn ß + 2k-2
s s and thus k~O mod p.

The proof of the second statement is by the same method as in ~ 4.

For the existence of the inverse image of R one uses the Atiyah-
s

Hirzebruch spectral sequenee.

From (6.14) we deduce:

Corollary 6.15: a) Let n=s(p2-1)+tP with s.;U, .. ,n-l} and t~O.If

t mod p is in {s, .. ,p} then the cokernel of

e:7T s (P c;+)2n-1 00 ) A2n-1 (Pa><I:) is at least 'l/p.

b) I f 2n ;;; (p - 1 ).p - P then a) describes coker(e) com-

pletely, that is : if n=s(p2-1)+tp with s~{ I, ..• r-I}

and t~O, then coker(e) is ~/p iff t mod p 1S In

{s, ... ,p} and zero otherwise.

sLet z. be the generator of 7T (P (1;)( ) with m=2p-3+2ip and J~i'~p-2
1 m.on p

(these are the first torsion elements oeeurringin the individual

components of the splitting of SPoo~(p) into p-I pieces;they ean he

J rlconstructed from x using the transfer). The cycles a1ß1P, ,P. Cio s Ir
in C2n_I(PooC), listed under (1).1), nap to nonzero elements in

because --7 /1.'1 2 (r . a: ) i. S 0n t o. ;::1 e., r 1 y t] t l~ .:~_n - cu
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represent
Putting the discussion above together gives us a computation of
S1T.(P (1:)( ) for
1 eo p i~ dirn ßP1

Corollary 6.16: Let p be an odd prime and n:!O dirn 22(p-l)p -po

Then

tor
S1T (P ~)( ) - ker(e) CJ1 im(e)n <Xl p

where im(e) lS described by (6.15) b). The subgroup

ker (e) is generated by the
z ßkß a~ßkß (l~i~p-2,

{ 1 s' 1 s

elements
O~ s!; P ~ I , a<k+s~p-I) and

elements of order p in dimension 2n-1 with
2n=s(p -I)+tp (t~a, s'={2,•. ,p-l} and t mod p~{I, .. ,s-l}

represented by the cycles [p a: 1 ~ ß •tp+p-I J s

It is of course possible to press the calculations further, but then"

the results become more complicated to state than to derive.

Almost all elements in s1T",,(Peo(l;)1n the dimension range considered

in (6.16) can be described by framed manifolds. For elements in

ker (e) this is already 1n (6.16). Tt remains to describe the ele-

ments in im (e).

ane only needs the three elements a,xo and xI and their Pontrjagin

separately. AsvX
p-I

1m (t). The generating

products to describe all elements of im (e) via the transfer

t: 1T~n(BT2) ----7 1T;n+1(Peod:) with the follo\"ing exeptions:

Tilelook at each component of SPeol'i:(p):;:XI"'"

long as A*(Xi) is cyclic we have im (e)

element in the second summand of AZ (X.)m 1
if it appears for the
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first time is not obtained ~n this way. Then for 2n=s.(p -I) +tp,

s~2, t)O and t mod p ~{2, ... ,s-l} a subgroup of order p is not ~n

im(t). The proof is a simple application of (1.14) and (4.4) and will

be omitted.

Example: p=5.

AI 13(P~~) = Z/25 ~ Z/5 generated by

4 2t(x1oxo(lx(J )) ( eis onto).

26t(xI~ (lx(J )) and

It is also possible to describe some of the elements ~n im(e) by

Sl-bundles over homogeneous spaces using (4.1).

Using (6.15) and arguments as above one can also compute

for i ~2«p-l)p2_p+k). The result is similar to (6.16) but slightly

more complicated to state. The computation of n~(P ~/Pk I[) might
1. ~ -

be more interesting than (6.16) because these groups are closely

related to metastable homotopy groups of U(n), see for example [17J

(the dimension range considered there ~s i <2p2_1+2k) and ~7.
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s / 2Computation of h: 1T2n-1(B2 p ) 2K] (HZ/p ) for n 'f O(p)

Let p be an odd prime. From (1.6) we know

so for n;f. O(p) we have im(h) c 71/p2q; Z/p The generator of
the first summand is always in the image of h because this ele-
ment is the image of n-I s

(J E 1T2n-2(Poo~) under the transfer map
[ZIJ. The second summand ~s generated by

(pp + Zt:1p2p + ....(p-I)~P(P-I)p)/p

Separating the congruence classes of n mod (p-I) we get (p -] )

different classes Z (I/s",p-I)s ~n . 2KI(Be/p ). By (1.8) Z
S

is in 2A2n-1 (B~/p ) iff is ~n

we find that the 10'''estvalue of n such that zs'; A2n-1 (Pool!:)~s

and n~(p-I)+spn=(p-I)+sp • So for nfO(p),

have A2n-1 (Bl/p2) = 2/p2 ~

n=.s mod (p-I)

2/p • He first show that z s ~s

we

in the image of h •

we have 2
J(HP )=0

For 1T(Z ) this ~s true by (6. 15) . By r 251.,t. S

J(PmG:)(p) long m«p-I)p 2 So~n as as .
~s orientable for stable homotopy and we get

an exact Gysin-sequence:

s ( / 2 + 11"" s ( + )~ 1T2n-1 B7i p ) ----'> 11"2n-l Poo(\;((

as long as n«p_l)p2.

ne s . +
1T ( P c: ) --'.2n-3 (x) (r)

(6.17)

-.1h 11""(z ) must come froms

For n=(p-I)+sp,

is injective, so

s=I, ••. ,p-2, the map
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coming from the base point and we must check that

and by an easy spectral

not a multiple of

with the transfer

sequence argument we see

~n the image of -ne.

- 1
h (n .•.z I)"e ~s. p-

. We compose t:~~(P ~+) ~n~(BZ/p2+)
tlO

s +
." n;. (BZ/p )

t t(a'ß.r~-T) =/' 0 thus. aIß1:i"1cannot be2 11--" -~

So for s=I, .. ,p-1 we have found an element Z.:... nS

2 J(BIt/p2+)s n-

(n=sp+p-J) with h(i ) = z in K
1
(BZ/p2). Because z ~s of order p

s s s

the Toda bracket <zs,p,al> is defined. \,'ehave h«z ,p,aJ»=h(z ).s s

Proceeding in this way we come into the range where we can apply

(6. I). Thus we have proved:

Theorem 6.18: Let n i 0 (p). Then the image of the Hurewicz map

s ( / 2+h: n2n-1 13Z p )

~s if n=t(p-I)+s with s';'{I, .. ,p-l} and

t>s and Z/p2 if t<s.

Remark:
sUsing (6.17) and the computation of n (P C) ( )n tlO p for n ~. dirn poP it

1

is possible to work out nS
'.,(B'''/pk) for k 2' h Th~ ~ ~n t e same range .. e

sequence of the transfer map

scase n+ (BZ/p) can be handleu by using instead of (6.17) the cofihre

S I, I' (l;+ H ~ / +tlO -------;. - - p •
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~ 7 Some James numbers.

In this chapter we are concerned with the computation of some

1S the projection'IT :wherea composition nof,

James numbers D(n,k), which describe the minimal degree of
'.1 S2n-l
I. k-?n,

U (n, \;.)

of the Stiefel manifold to the sphere and

map. ~e consider stable James numbers

f : 52n-1 -TI
--+ 1\ kn,

which describe

a

the corresponding stable problem for stunted projective spaces.

The numbers U(n,k) are the same as the Ü(n,k) in the stable
range. There is a conjecture that the numbers U(n,k) are deter-
mined by K-theory, that is where
is defined in the same way as U(n,k) using algebraic K-theory

A~ instead of stable homotopy. Using 'properties of transfer maps,

we verify this conjecture for n=1 ,2,k-2,1;:-(,k+2 and in the case
where n is divisible by a large power of p. By periodicity this

determines some of the numbers U(n,k).

on

The numbers

transfer maps

U(n,k)

tk

are closely related to the values of the

FOn;(P ~kH). This allows us to show that
CX)

the elements in the 2-component of are in the image
of for s=2 and s=-2

This chapter should be viewed only as a first attempt at the

problem of computing U(n,k) . This study is continued in [12],
where it is shown that U(n,k) for o!.n~k is determined by
K-theory.
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Let W k denote the eomplex Stiefel manifold U(n)/U(n-k) •n,
We then have a fibration

W ~ W ~n-I,k-I n,k W = S2n-l.
n, 1 (7. 1)

indueing an exaet sequenee in homotopy

7f (S2n-l)
2n-1

(see [18J orhave the following properties

U(n,k) is defined to be the index of
7f2n-1 (S2n-l) = Z •

The James number

P¥<7f2n-I(Wn k) in,
The numbers TI(n,k)

[19J where also a table of Ü(n,3) is given) :

I. U(n,k) is a multiple of U(n,m) if m~k (7.2)

2. Ü(n,k)'U(m,k) is a multiple of U(n+m,k)

3. If Ü(n,k) = and m)2k-1 then U(m,k) = U(n+m,k)

4. U(n,k) = iff n is a multiple of Mk
where Mk is the order of J(H) in J(Pk_I~)

Beeause P1: H2n-1 (Wn,k)
eommutative diagram

H (S2n-l)2n-1 is onto, the

7f2n-1 (Wn,k) p", 152n-l)7f2n-l,

1 0.3)

H2 (W k) p•. H (S2n-l).-----+n n, 2n-1

allows us to interpret Ü(n,k) as a property of the Hurewiez map.

The numbers Ü(n,k) are related to several interesting geometrie
problems.
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+w: SP 11[;n- ---> .••.U(n), in the stable

range the fibre sequenee (7.1) ean be compared with thecofibre

sequenee of stunted projeetive spaces

(7.4)

We therefore define U(n,k) to be the index of

P~~;n-2(Pm~/Pn-k-IC) in ~~n_2(S2n-2) This number 1S the same

as the order of the cokernel of h(~;n-2(Pm(/Pn-k-IC» in

H2n-2(PmC/Pn-k-lC) • Beeause the pair (Wn,k,SPn-I~/Pn_k_IC) is

4(n-k)+ 3 eonneeted (see e.g. [18]) we have

U(n,k) = U(n,k) for n~2k-1

for i~4(n-k)

(7.5)

(7.6)

In any ease, there is a map 8 (see [10]' ~ in [7J)

so U(n,k) is always a multiple of U(n,k).

The map 8 faetorizes through the stable homotopy groups of

so we get a eommutative diagram

(7.7)

Wn,k

p.
----;>

8' J 1 W. 11

/ P s 2n-2~2 2 (P IC PIk C) --..:.~2 2 (S )n- n- n- - n-

(7.8)

Thus we ean interpret U(n,k) as a sort of stable James number.
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Remark:

If we work at a fixed pr1me p then theorem 3.2 of [19J allows

us to extend the range where (7.6) is true to i~2p(n-k+I)-4

and

Ü(n,k) (p) = U(n,k) (p) for n~k-I+k/(p-I) (7.9)

The numbers U(n,k) depend only on the S-type of P !!L./P <r.n-I n-k-I
so we can use periodicity of stunted projective spaces to define

U(n,k) for all nEZ and k?O.

The numbers U(n,k) have several other interpretations; an

important one is the following: By S-duality U(n,k)

of the cokernel of

is the order

h: 1TO(P ~-nH)
s k-\

(7.10)

Let denote the inclusion of the fibre, then

the commutative diagram

1TO(P C-nR)
.l<1 1TO(SO)s k-I s

1 h

iio(p [-nH) ;-:-.: HO( So)--k-\

"'.,-,

shows, that U(n,k) measures the extent to which -nH fails to

be orientable for stable homotopy. More generally, for an orientable

vector bundle ~ over a connected space X, we define the codegree

of ~ cd(~)

Thus U(n,k) = cd(-nHk_\) where Hk_1denotes the Hopf bundle over

It is weIl known that cd(~) = o , even
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IJ (cd(F.;)) = 0 --,-'J \J(F.;)\ = 0 .
p p

and IJ(F.;)I contain the same primes, hut 1n general

with different exponents. Whereas

in general cd(t;) + cd(-~).

The interpretation of U(n,k) as a codegree allows simple proofs

for the- properties of the numbers U(n,k) which we collect in the

following proposition:

Proposition 7. 11: a) I. U(n,k) lS a multiple of U(rr,m) if m k

2. U(n,k)' U(m,k) is a multiple of U(n+m, k)

3 •

l~•

U(n,k)

U(n,k) =

U(n+r'Hk,k)

iff n lS a multiple of

b) The statements under a) are true p-locally,

that is one considers only the powers of a

fixed prime 1n U(i,j) . In 3. and 4. we can

use instead of Mk the p-primary part of Mk.

Proof:

I. Follows b~ diagram chasing uS1ng the map -nHp «; -->
rn-I

2. U(m,k) times the Thom class U of -mHk_1 comes from stable

cohomotopy. 5ay h(y) = U(m,k}U. Then multiplication by y defines

a map ~I in the commutative diagram

o(P C-nH)
11' 5 k- I

I cd(-nH)
1

which prove5 2.

_~J ---','

cd(-mH)

,cd(-(n+m)H)

'Jo -(n+m)H
H (Pk-I[ )
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1S J trivial and so n~-orientable we

have a Thom isomorphism

this proves 3.

4. follows from the equivalence of the notions of n~-orientability

and J-triviality for a vector bundle

The p-primary versions of the proofs of I. - 4. prove b)

The p-localization of sr ~/p k[ splits up into a wedge ofn n- (p -I )

spaces X., where each X. has cells on1y in dimensions differing
1 1

by 2(p-l) (for a proof see [30J). This immediately imp1ies

Propositon 7.12:

Remark:

U(n,k)(p) = U(n,k+I)(p) if k t O(p-I)

or what is the same U(n,l+r+t(p-l»(p)

constant and equals U(n, 1+t (p-I» (p) as

long as o~r<p-l

1S

By the splitting of

numbers Ü(n,k)(p)

W n,k [3o} the same 15 true for the Jame5

The number U(n,k) is the index of 1n

H2n-2(Pn-j~/Pn-l-k~) • We define a number UA(n,k) by using

A2n-2(Pn-l~/Pn-l-k~) in5tead of n~(Pn-l[/Pn-l-k~) . C1ear1y

U(n,k)(p) is a multiple of UA(n,k) . It is a conjecture that

U(n,k)(p) is actually the same as UA(n,k) (using the right theory

for p=2). This can also be stated in the form that K-theory

detects the attaching maps for Pn~iPk~(stab1y).
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Equivalent to the eonjeeture U(n,k)(p) = UA(n,k) are the state-

ments that the K-theory Hurewiez map

smaps ~2n-2(Pn-lt/Pn-l-k() onto a direet summand, or that

is onto.

By looking at the diagram of exaet sequenees

~s (S2n-2)
d

~2n-2(Pn-lt/Pn-l-k[)
~ s

--0, 2n-2 n2n-3(Pn-2~/Pn-l-k€)

.1 hA 11 te

A2n-2(Pn-IC/Pn-l~k[) A (S2n-2) dA
A2n-3(Pn-2C/Pn-l-kC)-j 2n-2

we see the eonneetion between the statements "h lS onto" andA

I d (l) I = I e Cl (I) I~ ~

We have UA(n,k) = I Cl A (1) I and either

eoker hA: AZn(Pn[/Pk[) --" .. --- HZn(Pn[/Pk(l;) or dA ( I) ean be

ealeulated using K-theory (see below). These numbers express the

K-theory restrietions forthe existenee of a stable q-seetion f of

that is fot an S-map with

~f of degree q • These restrietions have been found and eonsidered

by several authors, e.g. [44]' [Z7]' [16].

UA(n,k) can be calculated as follows (p+Z): First we eonstruet

a generator of AZ (P C/Pk4:)c:K (P rt./Pk€) • The element bnl <:. K (P ~)n non 0 n
lies in ker(Cljlk-kn), therefore pr",(b~) Co Ko(PJ/Pk) too. But
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n
I S(n,j)j!.b.

j =k + I ]
( 7 • I J)

can be divided by the greatest common divisor r of the numbers

S(n,j)j! ,so prf(b~)/r generates A2n(PnE/Pk[)' Because

n!CP a:] we find v (n!/a) = v (U\(n+l,n-k» Ol'
n p p J

n-J

I
j =k+ I

S(n,j)j!'b.
J

in A 2. ( P I ~ I P k Q: ; ~ I 1. ) c K ( P I Q; I P k a: ; 11)I 1: )n n- 0 n- .

It is known that

therefore we have

S(n+k,n)n!
(n+k)!

€ z: ( p ) ( 7 • I :; )

Proposition 7.16: für an odd prime p

The interpretation of U(n,k) as a cadegree leads tu a second

possibility of calculating UA(n,k):

Let t be a complex vector bundle on a connected finite CW-complex X.

we denote by UK and UB the Thom classes of E,

homology, then it is weIl known that

In K-theary or

where T(L) = (ec1.(L)_1 )/cl (L)

So Ch-IUH (ch-IT-I (0) v UK In

für a line bundle L.
oK (X;~). lies in the

image of the Hurewicz map h (or hA) , thcn because h factars over

K - t he 0 r y v 1 ach, th e c 1ass mUH mus t bei n eh (K 0 ( X) ). T his me;t IlstIll'

class -I -1m.ch T (0 mus t bei n te g ra 1, that isill t h e imag e ()f
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-I -I
eh T (1.)

lL(:~+I)/x \"here x = 1.-1. So for X '" P a:n-I and ~ = kH :

-I - I
eh T (kll I)n- (7.17)

anJ the dennlllir:ators of this polynnmi.1.1 must divide

c:d(l:lIn_l) = U(-k,n) , Li \"e11 known eondition on U(-k,n).

Fnr .p,,2

t h i.3 ;; r 0 up g i ve 5 1 l\

1S torsion free und so a generator z of

an integral elass i whieh 1S mapped

hy the ellern charaeter nnto ~UA(-k,n).UH . This implies that the

maximal ucnominator in (7.17) is exaetly

[;s in g t his i t 1 S e a s y top r 0 ve

UA(-k,n).

Propo5i.tion 7.18: The ee-invariant of the stable map

r
T ~ inducing the transfer tr is

given hy

A proof can also be deuuced by the method of [24J.

1'hi5 formu1a also a110ws to compute the transfer map

tY". 11 s,' . (X +" p 11' r ii ) s (+ )2n ro'" --'7 1I2n+1 X

from Adams filtration

\".1.y.

o to I. by fjeneralizing (4.3) 1n the obvious

T he tri e k u se cl 1 n r4 7] a 1.10 ws IIS t0 f in cl 0 u t f 0 r wh ich val u e 5 0 f

n anJ k the numbers take their maximal value:

Let r, be a (p-I)-th root of p that 15
P-)
t = p, then the

denominators of
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1 _ x F, p - 1 xp2 + ... + x - Pt: p+1 + •••

do not contain p • Therefore the same 1S true for n(ln(xt:+J)/xE,)

für all ne~. If we write

-n
(ln(x+J»)
, x

L
t

L
t

ta(n+t,n)x

tb(n+t,n)x

we have proved prp~l1.a(n+t,n)E;~(p) and P[p~l1.b(n+t,n)(ß'(p) •

This proves (7.16).

The series

of degree p-I:

ln(xi;+I)/xi; reduced mod p lS simply the polynominal

ln(xl;+I)/xi; )_ xi;
"2

(xE,) 2
+ - -3

p-)+ x

The binomial theorem then gives the mod p-value of
kP .a(n+k(p-I),n) and kP 'b(n+k(p-I),n):

mod p (7.19)

From this it foliows:

Proposition 7.20: n)O

UA(n,k(p-I)+I) k (k+nk-I)p # f. 0 (p)

UA(-n,k(p-I)+I) ;. O(p)
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Remarks

I. Similarly one can derive formulas for the mod p2 value of

a(n+t,n) and so find conditions for k-JUA(n,k(p-I)+I)=p •

2. Another possibility to compute uA(n,r) 1n some cases is to

compute the mod p value of S(n,k) (see (7.14». If

S(m,m-t(p-I» t O(p) one gets U (m+l,t(p-I)+I) = ml/(m-t(p-I»l
A

In some cases it is possible (see below) to deduce a closed

formula for UA(n,k), but in general this seems to be rather hard.

3. The splitting principle of [46J or calculations with the ehern

character imply that for every complex vector bundle ~ on a

2n-dimensional Cl-l-complex X the number p {p~JJ is an upper

bound for the index of hA: AO(X~) --7 HO(X~;l). At present

no example seems to be known, where cd(~) is larger than

P [P~I] (p:#:2).

4. Let f be an element in ~(x1/(xn) with f(O) = 1.

We call the minimal positive number m with m.fE~[xJ/(xk) the

additive order of fand the minimal number k with f\arx)/(xn)

the multiplicative order of f. For f = (In(x+J)/x)r the multi-

plicative order of f is IJ(rH )/n and the additive order is

UA(-r,n+I). Some elementary manipulations with the polynomial f

show that in case of f ~ (In(x+I)/x)r the multiplicative order

of f is always a multiple of the additive order. It would be

interesting to know under what conditions on X IJ(U I is always

a multiple of cd(~) (see also(7.25». At present it is only

knownthat both numbers contain the same set of primes.

5. In cases where UA(n,k) = U(n,k)(p)' (7.16) shows that

be much larger than cd (-nHk_1).
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Before we start with the proofs that UA(n,k) = U(n,k)(p) for

certain values of nt we discuss shortly the special case p=2.

Le t AR~ ( ) be the cohomology theory defined by using real

K-theory and ~3_1 in the same way as A~ is defined by complex

K-theory; see [36J • Then we can define numbers UAR(n,k) by

UAR(ntk) = index of

We still have the corresponding numbers UA(ntk)t defined by complex

K-theory for p=2. The numbers UA(ntk) for p=Z can be computed

in the same way as UA(ntk) for prZ.

Proposition 7.21: Let r be odd, then UAR(rtm) = UA(r,m) unless

m:3(4) and UA(rtm+I)=Z.uA(rtm); in this case we

have UAR(rtm)=ZUA(rtm) = UAR(r,m+l)

If r is even, then UAR(rtm) = UA(r,m)

m~2(4) and S.uA(r,m)/uA(r,m+l) + O(Z)t

where we have UAR(rtm) = ZUA(r,m)

Proof: We use the commutative diagram

unless

klR.
)0

ka;
--------)

where kRt k£ are the maps of the defining long exact sequences

for AR and At and the vertical sequence is part of the Dott sequence

relating real and complex K-theory.

The maps kR and c are inclusions of direct summands as lang as
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is the case except when A) r = 1(2) and

KOo(P ~-rH) and
rn-I

A~Ro(P IC-rH)). Thism-

are free (modulo torsion in

[14] ) .(for KO*(P ~) seenm :: 2(4)B) r = 0(2) andorm == 3(4)

In the other cases c (ARO"(P ~-rH)) must be a direct summandAm-I
in or what is the same: must be onto".

Let's first treat A):

In the following commutative diagram

'V

1"1: '"
A"RO(P (-rH) -----) ARo (P «:-rH) ---}> AR8s+5 = 0

3+4s 2+4s

1CL 1C2 1
IV

ÄO(P o;-rH)'A0(P «:-rH) 1A A ;:Z
3+4s ----7 2+4s -4 85+5 2

and must be onto. The map JA LS multiplication by

ä = UA(r,4s+4)/uA(r~s+3). So the index of c2 must be ä too. This

completes the case r odd.

In case B) the problem is the torsion group in
;; KOo(P4k+la:). Because this subgroup comes from a sphere.,it LS Ln

the kernel of 1/13_1)but it may happen that 22~ im (1/13_1). In this
i

case it could be that UAR(2r,4k+2) = 2UA(2r,4k+2). By a we denote

the elements in KOo(P.e-ZrH) which correspond under the Thom
J

isomorphism to the generators

group of

i 0(r(H)-2) of KO (P.lC) • The
J

is then generated by a2k+l• It

torsion

is easy

to see that UA(Zr,4k+Z) = UA(2r,4k+l) = UAR(2r,4k+I). Let x be the

generator of the image of kiR: Aio(P4kC-zrH) ~ KOo(P4k«:-~rii).
. .......0 -ZrH

We consider x also as an element of KO (P4k+i~ ) by using the

Zk+1a in

same linear combination of

{(Oo (P 4klC-zrH).
If (1/13_1)x =

i
a as the one defining x in

this does not depend on the choice of the lifting of x from

to then
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2UA(2r,4k+2); otherwise

Let X be the generator of ~m Kbo (P . «:-2 rH»4k+2
and s =I

. 3
and (1jJ -I)x = 0

(34k+2_1)a2k+1
~n

we have

Because

2k+1
a

If v2(s2»v2(sl) then band b' are not divisible by 2. By

restricting to KOo(P e-2rH) we see that4k+1

Rema.rk:

The examples suggest that BUA(2r,4k+3)/UA(2r,4k+2) + 0(2) never

happens.

to be true for p odd and

Walker has shown the equationIn [44] G. la (1)1 = le a (1)1TI TI

k~(p-I ).(p2_p+ I) (wi th some

restrietions on n because he worked with W k) , and so hen,

has verified the conjecture

range.

U(n,k) = UA(n,k) in this

We can easily reprove this: one gets nearly the same range of

valiJy für UA(n,k) = U(n,k)(p) from (4.5) applied to
p "'/p " Namely as lang as k ~(p-I ).(p2_p) the Hurewiczn-I"' n-I-k'l.. ,

map



must be onto, so

By calculating the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for

C~(Pn~/Pk~) (see ~ 6) one can push the bound on k higher; without

difficulty one gets the range k~(p-I)(2p2_2p+l) • For p=2 the

equation UAR(n,k) = U(n,k)(2)

o f [3 I]

is true for k~8 by the results

Beyond those values of k/ the equality UA(n,k) = U(n,k)(p) is

known for n=k and n=k+1 because

This indicates that it

s +
TI 2 (P ~ ) -+ A2 (P ~)n m n m

( U(n,n) = (n-I)! and

and

U(n+l,n) = n! ).

are onto

may be simpler to look first at those values of n for which (n,k)

~s not in the range where U(n,k) = U(n,k)

on U(n,k) using periodicity.

and then deduce results

We turn back to the interpretation of U(n,k) as a codegree

Theorem 7.22: If E is an n-dimensional vector bundle over a

twofold suspension S2X, the~ the codegree of E

is determined by K-theory, that is

is onto

Proof: We write E for E-n. It is well known that for bundles

over supension spaces the inclusion of the fibre SO ~M(E) is

part of the following cofibre sequence

~ SX
g .,. i

> M(E) ..1--:,. (7.23)

where g is the image of E under the J-homomorphism

TI-I(X) • We get the following commutative diagram
s



'IT-1(X)
l'>.

'IT0 (M (~) )'"g 'IT~(SO)
•••

(7.24 )s s

le lhA

Ä-I (X) <: 'A°(So) <; ÄO (M(E» ( 'A-2(X)

The J-homomorphism can be factored through

a map j: A-1 (X)

J: KO- 2 (X) -,.

-I'lTs(X)(p) and in [43] it is proved that ej

is bijective for odd primes. Because g*(I) = g lies in the image

of J, e must preserve the order of g~(I) , that is

But then hA must be onto.

Remark: For p=2 (7.22) remains true with A* replaced by the theory

AR+ (AR4(~) = im(J) + Pr and "Pr-elements). We omit the proof.

Corollary 7.25: Let E be a vector bundle over a twofold suspension

S2X then the Hurewicz map
n "'n'lTs(M(E» ---? H (M(E)jl(p» has cokernel of

order IJ(E) I (p) where J(E) is the class of E
2in J(S X)(p)

As a first application of (7.22) we get

Corollary 7.26: Let r+l~m and seo (Mr+I)(p)

UA(s,r+m+l) = U(s,r+m+l)(p) =

then

Proof: We consider the following cofibre sequence

P a:r P a:r+m ~ P a:/p tl:r+m r

If r+l~m then P a:/P a:r+m r 1S a double suspension say

P + ~/p c = S2X • Choose s such that s.H is fibre homotopy trivialr m r
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on Pre. that is S=O (Mr+I)(p)' Because the the squence of J-groups

o ~J(P ~/p C)()r+m r p
,

is exact. we can find a vector bundle ~ on S2X with

J (p* 0 = J (s H)

We then have the following cofibre sequence of Thom spaces

~ M(-sR) M(p» M(-~)
I .~

--7 S " M ( - sH ) ----7

and therefore

o .... ° ~ lTo(P C)lT (M(-O) .,. lT (M(-sH» .._---s s s r

J hA 1 1
AO (M(-~» M (p)" ~ ~o H AO(p 0:)A (M(-s » > r

The map hA is onto by (7.17) and M(p)~ is onto because
o ~ ~o ~so lTs(M(-sH» ~ A (M(-sH» must be onto.

Therefore UA(s.r+l+m) = U(s.r+l+m)(p) = cd(-sHr+m)(p) and by (7.20)

this is IJ(SHr+m) I (p)
With some more work the result carries over to the case p=2.

Remarks:

I. (7.26) is a generalization of a result of James [t91. where he

considers the situation m=t.

2. Because the codegree of bundles induced from a twofold suspension

is the same as a J-order, it changes in the same manner if we look

at multiples of such bundles. that is

cd(k.f~(~» = cd(f~(O)
(k • cd(f"'(O) )

(7.27 )
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(a,b) denotes the greatest common divisor of a and b. By

looking at examples of U(n,m) and U(r.n,m) one sees that not all

(in fact very few) multiples of H are induced from a suspension.

In using (7.22) one does not really need that the bundle in considera-

tion is induced from a suspension, only that the Thom space is S-equi-

valent to the Thom space of such a bundle. This is the esse in the

next two applications:

Theorem 7.28: For all n we have

U(I,n+l) = UA(I,n+l) = TI
p~2

[#lIp . a
n

where a =2 if n::2 (4) and a =1 if n,2 (4).
n n

Proof: We look at the cofibre sequence of the 51-transfer map T (~2):

(7 • 29 )

~o + ~Ko(S2p ~+)By (2.5) we know T = J(ß(-H» where ß : K (Pn-l«: ) -7 n_lllo is

Bott periodicity. Therefore we have a second cofibre sequence inducing

T :
(7.30 )

We map (7.29) into (7.30) and get some map P C-H
---7 M(ß(-H» which

n

is a stable homotopy equivalence because the induced map in homology

is an isomorphism.

So U(I,n+l) = ITI
e-invariant of T is computed in [241 and is given by

e (-r) =
x

I
log(x+l) (7.31 )
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Up to a dimension shift the denominators in e(T) are the
same as the denominators in x/log(x+l) • Because (~) i O(p)
f 0 r all k it fo 1 10w s from (7. 19) that th e co e f f ieie n t 0 f xt (p- 1)

in x/log(x+l) has denominator exactly tP • Th e ex tra f'actor
for p=2 follows from (7.21).

-Theorem 7.32: For all n we have U(2,n)(p) '" UA(2,n).

Proof: The stable map D representing the transfer - I
t is an

o
t :

. We look at the exact sequence inducedinelement
-,

n-I(p o;-H)
s n

(

by the cofibre sequence of

.* n-I(p [-tl)
,

tOn~l(sO) 1 j . n-3(p q;+) n-2(So),,-- ~--- ~s n s n-I s

By (2.22) we know that there lS an element of n-3(p (1;+) lying ins n-I
the of the J-homomorphism which to under . ! But the1mage maps y J .
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can b~ determined using AR1-theory

so Irl = le(y)1 even at the prime Z . Then the cofibre sequence

of y in cohomotopy shows nO(p ~-2H)s n
(for p=Z we use KRo(P ~-ZH))

n

to be onto

There is also a close relation between the transfer maps tr

und the numbers

quence

U(n,k): The transfer tr induces a cofibre se-

(-r)
t s 0

nZn-1 (S )

. !
J induces a map from to

which is multiplication by the number

a = U(n-r.n+I)/U(n-r,n)

or what is the same:

U(n-r,n+I)_
U(n-r,n)

~s -rHx(nZn-Z(Pm~ ) maps to a generator
s -rHin n. (P E )/tor).~ m

If we look at the situation 1n K-theory. we simply have

An application of this is

Proposition 7.33: U(n,n+l) = UA (n,n+l) = (n-I)! denominator Of(:n;

Proof: We first prove that tO(an) E: im(J).

The map S3AP ~ --7 SI~p I~ induced by restricting the H-spacen n+
multiplication map to S2xp ~ and then applying the Hopf construction

n
n n+l. s +(see ~2) maps a to a 1n n~(P ~ ). The same map is used to con-

m

struct a generator un for 1I'Zn+1(U), see [43). This implies
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w~(on) •• i(un) in the commutative diagram

<: W/f<s'II'2n+1(U)

IJ~
,i'II'2n+1(U)

J~

s 0'II'2n+1(8 )

Therefore t (an) E im(J).

Forlater use we remark that the map 8': 'II';n+1(U) ~ 'II'~n(Pool&+)

(see (3.2» has the property I 1. d8. w~ = (see [IOJ or [IIJ); the

equation i(u ) = w (onf impliesn -lI

8'i(u )n
n••0 (7.34 )

The proof of (7.33) is finished by observing that,because to(on)_im(J),

we have le(to(on»~OnEim j~ and le(to(on»l.b7E im j~ ' thus \

must be onto. The maps mentioned are from the diagram

s -H'II'22(PC.)n+ 00

1 hA
- -HA2 2(P C )n+ (I)

Ij .

.!
JA

s + s 0
:> '11'2(P 1& ) > 'II'2n+1(8 )n (I)

1 1 e
A2 (P 1&) - 0

) A2n+I(8 )n (I)

For p=2 one has to attend to the base point: llolJk[*] as weil as

4 4k+1 2
-0 has image 11. lJk = element of order 2 in im(J) under the

transfer o
t •

Proposition 7.35:

e.g. v2(U(4k+i-I,4k+i+I» = [

1+V2(4kl)

2+v2(4k!)

i=O,i:01

i ••2,i=3

Proof: We first construct elements in which are mapped
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-I
t •

It is we11 known that one can inc1ude the J-homomorphism in the fo110-

wing exact sequence

s 0
lf
k
+

1
(S ) -----? 1f

k
(SO) (7.36)

where gap is the bordism group of c10sed smooth almost para11e1izab1e

manifo1ds.

In [131 it is shown that one can map this sequence to the cofibr~

sequence of the bistab1e J-homomorphism to get a commutative diagram,

of which we state the comp1ex ana10gue:

s 0 Uga1 t:. lfk(U) J 1f~(So) (7.37)lfk+1(S ) ------'7 k+1 ------? -U ----;.

11 1 s ii 1\

s 0 1f~+1(M(-idu» ~ 1f~(U) J ' 1f~(SO)lfk+I(S) ----+ -u~

11 1 ä 1 Si
11.!

s 0 i s -H J s + 1f~(SO)1fk+1(S ) - •. !':..-> lf (Pt) ----> lf (Pd:) ~k+1 CD k-I CD

Here S' is the map of (3.2) and '8 is induced by Si and idSo• From

this dia gram , (7.34) an d (2.22) it f0 11 0ws that the set 8-so( U g= 1 )
-Iis mapped into im(J) by t • The rest of the proof is then as in

(7.33). From the known va1ue of ItO(an)1

cit formu1a.

and (2.22) we get the expli-

As an app1ication of (7.35) we

(which is not in im(to» is ~n

show that the lJr-family of Adams (2J
-2im(t ) and can so be constructed via

transfer maps. For this we need (see also (7.18»:

Proposition 7.38: Let z=[M,<I>lf] be an element in

x=c 1(f~ H) then

= < LMl > mo d 2'.
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The proof is a simple generalization of the proof for k=O.

Let ~ be the complex line bundle *f (H) on M. Then the sphere bundle

S(O represents k kt (z). To compute e~t (z) we use the definition of

e via Todd-genus of abounding manifold. We take as abounding mani-

fold the disk-bundle D(~) and then have to compute the Kronecker

product

< Todd(y) [n(o,s(o] >

where y ~s the vector bundle on D(~)/S(~) got from the tangent bundle

maps y to the class of the tangent bundle of n(~).Thus using the

difference construction in K-theory we can write
., 0y= d«l-k)~,~ ;~ )

But cj> is constructed universally, so we can compute this on P ~ whereClO
j~ is injective. There the class with j~U = (l-k)H is (l-k)-times

the standard K-theory Thom class U(H) so

y = (l-k)'U(~)

If cj>is the Thom isomorphism of ~ ,then

k < ToddCy), [D(O,S(O]e~t (z) = >

= < cj>-I(Todd(U(0)1-k_1), [MJ >

1 (( e:-l) k-l_1), [M]= < - >x

Theorem 7.39: s -2HLet z € n8k(PClO~ )(2) be an element which maps to a
s -2Hgenerator in n8k(PClO~ )/tor, then

-2 1ect (z) = 2 mod z(2)

that ~s 3mod F •

Proof: Denote by cj>the Thom isomorphism of -2H, then by (7.35) an

element z, which maps to a generator in s -2Hn8k(PClO~ )/tor has Hurewicz
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h ( z ) "" ( 4 k ) ! 2 • Cp 4 k C] (mod odd primes)

We have to calculate ( x-cl(H»

mod.Z(2)

mod

If we write x/(ex-I) - (l-x/2+a), then a contains only elements of

even degree and we get
r = 4k !.2.te rm 0 f degree (4k + I) in (I-x /2+a )3

24k !.2•3 .(a-a /2 ) (4k )

- 4k! a~4k)

The proof is finished by using the following lemma:

Lemma 7.40:
2k-1

r = Li=1
I

!! 2 mod :1(2)

Proof:

mod l(2)

r =

we

k-I
2 • L

i-I

get

(4k) (4k) 22i .B2i. B4k-2i + 2k' B2k •
k-I

r _ .1. L (4~) +.l. .(4k-l)
2 . I 21 2 2k-1

1X

Because

But

I
s '2

so r ==

4k-1
'\ (4k~)

4r ~ l.. "-ixl

I
2 mo d. 2 (2) •

Remarks:
I. An element z as above can be characterized as follows: It suffices

to know h(z) is divisible by 4kl'2 and not by any number with

larger 2 primary factor, or to be more explicit, there exists a

manifold M8k with a complex line bundle ~ such that the stable

tangent bundle of M is isomorphic to 2~ and such that
4k [<cl(O t Ml> '" a.2.4kl

with a10 (2). For all such manifolds we have S(~) with the
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induced framing represents ~k mod Adams filtration 3.
2. One can choose an z such that t-2(z) is determined up to

sos 0n~~8k(S ) +vo~8k_2(S ). It should be possible to define an element
-2z such that t (z) = ~k'

3. In course of the calculation of

only odd term in

4. One can show that

x/(ex-I) is

~ 4 im(tk)r

-2 .e~t (z) we have seen that the

closely related to the ~ -family.
r

with k odd.

In (7.39) we have seen that one needs to know the numbers U(n,s) in

order to compute the tra~sfer tk from filtration 0 to filtratiön I.

One can now, of course, ask if every element s 0
x€~ (S )

n
1. . . ( k)~es ~n 1m t

for some k (depending opon k). For the odd primes no counterexample

seems to be known. For p=2 we have already:

For no k is C1 E~;(So)(2) in im(tk).
This is proved by computing the relevant U(n,m). By periodicity these

are only finitely many cases to check (see table I).

We turn now to U(n+i,n) with i~2.

Proposition 7.41: U(n+2,n)(p) = UA(n+2,n)

U(n+2,n)(2) = UAR(n+2,n)

(p odd)

(n,O (4»

e • g. v (U(n+2,n» =p
fvp«n+I)!)-1
lv «n+I)!)p

if nsO (p-I)
(p odd)

if n,O (p-I)

Proof: Using the transfer sequence

"" 0A2n-1 (S )

we see ker(i*) = ~/p iff nsO (p-l), because the order of
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i (b / I+ " (n )) in A I ( P Q;H ) ~ A ( pa:) is p "p (n ) bY (J. I4 ) •"* I P P 2n-l... 2n+l •••
This gives UA(n+2,n) = UA(n+2,n)/p if neO (p-I) and UA(n+2,n)=

UA(n+2,n) if n~O (p-I). The following diagram shows that it suffiees
s ( 0) ... ( 2)to prove that at € 1T2t(p-I)-1 5 (p) 1.s.1.n1.m t •

5 (CR) 5 (C2H) t2 s 0
1T2 (P ) 1T2n-2(P ••• 1T2n-1(5 )n •••

1 1 h ~ l e

A2 (P eH) A (P C2H) ~ 0
) , A2n-1 (5 )n ••• 2n-2 •••

For this we need a generalization of (3.3):

The generalized J-homomorphism (see e.g. [40])

J k: 1T.(W k) --~n, 1. n,
2n

1Ti+2k(5 )

is defined as follows: we look at W k as the spaee of norm-preservingn,
f k. ß'n 1 .maps rom a: 1.nto ~ , so we get an eva uat1.on map

2n-1--~, 5 .

to whieh the Hopf eonstruetion is applied. As in the ease n=k we get

J k and stable versions e.g.n,
J'n,k

s s 01T.(W k) ~1T. 2k 2 (5)1. n, 1.+ - n

The results of [10],I7J show that the following diagram eommutes

(d=n-k):
J, n,k

)
2n

1Tm+2k(5 ) (7.42)

There is a eommutative diagram due to James whieh allows one to inter-

pret J via boundary maps (see [331, [18] ):n,k
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J n,k 2n
1T (W k) > lTm+2k(S )m n,

1 q)<. 1 S

lT ( U(n)/U(k)xU(d) ) a lT (S2d-l)
m --------" rn-I

where q 15 the projection of W k to the Grassmann manifoldn,
U(n)/U(k)xU(d). We fix d=n-k and let k tend to ~ to get

lT (U/U(d»
m

lT (BU(d»
m

J 'd
------?

a
--------------7

olTm_
2d
(S )

i s
lT (S2d-l)
rn-I

(7.43)

Because BU( I) 2' K(~,2) we see that for d=2 0 is onto. Clearly q.,..

15 onto. It is known [15] that 3ut has S as sphere of origin, so

and so to an elementUt lifts to lTm(U/U(2»

d 2 h"maps to ut un er t. T 1S proves (7.41).

in

For p=2 the same argument applies using [28], except when n:O (4)

b'ecause the sphere of origin for the element of order 2 in

im(J) c lT~k_1 (So) (2)
. s315 not .

Because S3 1S the sphere of origin for the ~ -family we get:r

Corollary 7.44: for all k.

Using the splitting of the p-localizations_ of Lie grotlps [30J, one

can use the same sort of argument to prove

U(n+i,n)(p) = UA(n+i,n) O~i~p (7.45 )

It is even possible to use (7.42) and (7.43) to deduce some results

about instable homotopy groups in a simple manner:

Because of (7.42) and (7.43) . ( 2) . b d1m t 1S an upper oun for the image
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3of the suspension map TIm_I(S )

Example:

s 0
-----?- TIm-4 (S ).

s 0If ClI.X =f 0 for x ClTm(S ), then one ean show that

x f im(t2) and therefore

X E
J: 3 S 0x'F im(TIm_1 (S ) ~ TIm-4(S »

In the metastable range, we ean put the eompiex re fleet ion map into

the diagrams (7.42) and (7.43) to get

s td s 0TIm_I(Poof./Pd-t<l:) ) lTm_2d(S )

8 1 t w*
s 11 0JdTI (U/U(d» --J>. TIm_2d(S )m

.lqf 1s''''
TI (BU(d» a lT (S2d-l)------- >m m-I

He always have 1n the

metastable ease ( n<4d». So if we know U(m,m-d) , m=(m+I)/2, we ean

eompute the e-invariant of the following obstruetion elass:

Given an d-dimensional complex veetor bundle m~ on S , we ea~ look at

the obstruetion to the existenee of a seetion, whieh is an element

The informati.on UA(i,j) = U(i.,j) for il fixed pair (i,j) 1n the

lilelastilble ranGe Ciln be lJsed to construct infinite families of elements

e
m,tl

1..11 TI2d+2m(U(d» as follows:

'" clnA2 (P G: )/tor.m 00

we

(t~O).

an element

(2.18). From x
m)..d

. .s (P 1f.(d+t)H)
1.. n 1, 2 m 00 '"

and we can choose

know that

he the map of

wt(x I)m (

~enerates

UA(d+m+l,m+l) \l1e

A (r [dn) is anto2m 00

(;(d+m+l,m+l)

a family of elements

I [

get

L (~t

x
m, ,1
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He set

e = dW,>,- (X ) E 1T? + 2 . ( U ( r ) )m,r m,r _m r

f 0 r nd ,where d:1TZ 2 I(u/u(r» ~ 112 2 (U(r» is the boundary map.m+ r+ .m+ r
The cxact sequence

-- ....•) A2m +2d (P00 (J, / I'd- \a:) -----7 A 2m +2d- I(I'd- I<I:)

shows, that the order of ea:(B(em,d»
The commutative dia gram (r = d+t)

is ä (m+d)! /U(m+u+1 ,m+I).

A? 2d(P a:)_m+ 00
----~ A2m+2d-1 (Pd-la:)

1
A (I' 0:)2m+2r 00

---;:. ----'> A (I' a;)2m+2r-1 r-l

e are independent of them,d+t

athen gives ec(s(em,d+t»
If t is larße enough, the elements

choice of x d:m,
The reason for this 1S that if t is large enough t

wfI; kills all

torsion in l1S (I' a;dli). This can be proved by using the Atiyah-2m Q)

Hirzebruch spectral sequence: The induced map

is multiplication by at least p . So for every torsion element x,

there exist some t such that twjt(x) = 0 in the E2-term. This means

that t
w;( (x) has a skeleton filtration which is strictly less than

the one of x. By repeating this, s
w"" (x) = 0 follows.

Because the order of the torsion groups

bounded for m fixed, it follows that

in 11
2
s (I' a;tH) (tE.~)m CD

. (m+t) in s (I' n;tH)J~ 0 112m CD

1S

is

divisible in an unique way by some number c which increases with

( 1<.. h ft cr 1S t e generator 0

the natural map). This implies, that for t large enough, the order

of em,d+t must be exactly a = (m+d)!/U(m+d+l,m+l).
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We close by mentioning the main results of [12}, which show

UA (i,j) = U (i ,j )'1) tob e tru e 1n a 1arg e nu mb e r 0 f case s •

In (7.28) the abstruction class for lifting a generator of

ßecause this element was in

was the transfer image ofS
;1.) {P_O;)/tor~m '0

Ino

to

rv

S (P (i;-H)Tr2m+2 00

im(J) , we could conclude

that h:
s -H -H

Tr2 2(P C ) ~ A2 2(P ~ )m+ 00 m+ 00
lS onto. In [12] this is

gen~ralized as foliows: The transfer of the sphere bundle r.H

appearing in the cofibre sequence (2. II)

s -rH
Tr2 2 I(S(rH) )m+ r- (7.46)

has the same property, namely lS in the image of a J-homo-

morphism. This implies

U(r,m+r) = UA(r,m+r) for all m,r~O

Clusely related to cofibre sequence (7.46) lS the following

cofibre sequence of projective spaces. (a,..z,n,rElN):

P Q:aÜ
r-I

P a;(a+r)H
n

Let xE:: n5 (r (L(a+r)li) be an element with the property2n n
"" s(P Il"aii) in determined by its e-invariant""x;:- n. r-I \j,

(7.47)

that lS \(lxl=- \e(l xl . Then we know that le(lxl. x can be lifted

above,

max(n,r-I).

asconclude

is onto.

can

P C where w
w

we(7.47) thenwith property

Let M be the J-order of the Hopf hundle on

to nS (P ~aH) Suppose we have an element x in2n+2r n+r .
1[s (P [(a+r)U) mapping to a generator of the free part of
2n n
A (P a;(a+r)H)

2n n
that h: 1l'8 (r ~aH) _ A (P o;aH)A 2n+2r n+r 2n+2r n+r

The we have a (in general non-commuting) diagram



IlS(P 4:(a+r)II)
. n

1T S (P C ( a + r + :-1) H )
n

-I 11-

s(P [air)
11" ~ r-I

~l1
11"s(P c;(a+M)H)

i r- 1

(7.48)

defined by the relative Thom isomorphisms of M.~. It 1S then

possible to work out the deviation from commutativity for (7.48)

and to show that the element describing this deviation is in the

image of a J-homomorphism. In a large number of cases this implies,

that if dlX 1S determined by its e-invariant, the same is true

for This allows us to conclude 1n case of
(

UA( a+r+n+1 ,n+l) U( a+r+n+1 ,n+l) that

U ( a+n+r+1
A + N's , n+r+l) U (a+n+r+1 + M.s, n+r+l)

The element, which describes the deviation from commutativity

In (7.48) very often has a small order. This implies that

U(m+M.s, n+r+l) is constant as a function of 5, which explains

for example some of the shorter periodicities 1n table I.
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Table I .

2-primary part of U(n,r)

U(2,2)=1
U(3,2)=2

M =83 U(3,3)=2
U(4,3)=2
U(5,3)=8
U(6,3)=4
U(7,3)=4
U(8,3)=1
U(9,3)=8
U(IO,3)=4

M4=8 U(n,4)=U(n,3)

U(5,5) =8
U(6,5) =8 U(14,5)=4
U(7,5) =8 U(15,5)=4
U(n.8,5)=8/(n,8)
U(9,S) =16
U(IO,5)=16
U(II,5)=16
U(12,5)=16

period 8
period 16
period 16
period 64

7
I . d 8J perlo

M6=64 U(6,6) =8 U(14,6)=4 period 16
U(7,6) =16 U(15,6)=8 U(23,6)=16 U (31 ,6) =4 period 32
U(n.8,6)=8/(n,8) period 64
U(9,6) =32 IU(10,6) =16 period 8U(II,6) =32 JU(12,6) =16
U(13,6) =16 U(21,6)=8 period 16

U(5,7)=64
U(22,7)=32
U(54,7)=32

U(7,7) =16 U(IS,7)=8
U(n. 8, 7)=16/(n, 16)
U(9,7) =128
U(IO,7) =64
U(11,7) =64
U(12,n =16
U(13,7) =16
U(14,7) =4
U(46,7) =8

MS=123 U(n,8)=U(n,7)

period 16
period 128

iJ period 8

U(21,7)=64
U(30,7)=16
U(62,7)=16

U(29,7)=32 period 32
U(38,n=32} .
U(70,7)=32 perlod 64

M9=204S U(n,9) 9'n,126

U(~,9)=2~ i= 17+k.16, ,24+k.16 (k:"O)
U(:,9)=26 i= 9+k.32, ,16+k'32 ; 25+k.32 (k~O)
U(7,9)=~5 i=26, •. ,32; i=50,59; i=90, .. ,96; i=122,123
U(1,9)=24 i=61, .. ,64; i=124,125
U(i,9)=2 i=60,126
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